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“Tell the truth
and don’t be afraid.”
V O L U M E  8 7 , N U M B E R  8 7
T H E D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S . C O M
January 28, 2004    WEDNESDAY
Bird hunting
Eastern wrestling meets
Eastern Michigan Eagles
Wednesday. 
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By David Thill
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Secretary of State Jesse White has pro-
posed a new law that would prevent those
convicted of driving under the influence of
alcohol (DUI) from purchasing an automo-
bile while having a suspended license.
According to a press release from White’s
office, the proposed law stems from a need
for increased legislation to keep DUI offend-
ers with revoked licenses from driving.
The press release specifically cited one
wreck in the Chicago area in which a man
bought a new car and got into a wreck, killing
a grandmother and three children.
The man’s driver’s license had been
revoked since 1995.
The proposed law would require automo-
bile dealers and lending institutions to use a
customer’s driver’s license number and
social security number to verify that a cus-
tomer’s license is not currently suspended or
revoked for a DUI or a similar offense.
Beth Kaufman from Secretary White’s
press office said there would be certain
exceptions to the law.
“An elderly person’s license may be
revoked, but if their only means of trans-
portation is by car, they may be allowed to
purchase a car as long as they would not be
the one driving the car,” Kaufman said. “If
someone else is driving them, then that
would be an example where they would be
allowed to purchase a car.”
State Rep. Chapin Rose said the thought
behind the proposed law is genuine, but the
law itself could be improved.
“I think there is a better and safer way to
go about the situation,” Rose said. “I think if
the Secretary is serious about safety, then he
should use BAIID’s (Breath Alcohol Ignition
Interlock Device.)”
According to Secretary White’s web site,
when a BAIID is used, a driver must breathe
into the device in order for the car to start,
and at random it may ask for a breath sample
at any time while the vehicle is in operation.
If there is any trace of alcohol in the per-
son’s breath, the car will not be allowed to
start.
“I think that the secretary’s concern for
safety is unquestioned,” Rose said. “I just
think the use of BAIID’s would be easier and
more effective.”
State’s Attorney Steve Ferguson said that
someone arrested for a DUI has the same
rights as any other person would.
Gail
Richard,
Eastern’s
athletic
task force
chair, talks
to the
Faculty
Senate
about the
the task
force’s
plan to
not con-
sider cut-
ting any
sports
Tuesday
afternoon
in the
4440 con-
ference
room of
Booth
Library.  
D A I LY
E A S T E R N
N E W S
P H O T O  B Y
C O L I N
M C A U L I F F E
What happens after a DUI arrest?
1. Summary Suspension Hearing —
where the driver’s license is suspended
2. Arraignment — court date on citation
3. Pre-trial Conference — negotiation of
the plea bargain
4. Suppression Hearing —  suppression of
evidence if rights have been violated
5. Trial  — trial held 120 to 160 days after
demanded
6. Sentencing — Court imposes sentence
at trial or after plea bargain
The sentence can include jail time, in-
home detention, public service, alcohol
classes or fines.
New members
to get mentors
By Kevin Sampier
A D M I N I S T R A T I O N  E D I T O R
The Board of Trustees will get a rec-
ommendation in February on how to
reduce Eastern’s dependence on state
money for athletics. 
An Athletic Task
Force, chaired by Gail
Richard, made its sec-
ond presentation on
campus Tuesday to
the Faculty Senate, in
which a plan to keep
the amount of state
appropriated funds for athletics the
same while increasing some student
fees.
Richard said other schools that are
comparable to Eastern get more in state
funds and charge more in fees but offer
less sports than Eastern. 
The task force will recommend the
BOT not cut athletic appropriated funds,
annually adjust the athletic fee, intro-
duce a one-time fee increase in 2005 for
athletic travel costs, an increase for food
and hotel costs for traveling athletes, an
increase in the Grant-in-Aid fee and no
further fee increases from the athletics
department for fiscal years 2005 to 2009,
Richard said.
The annual athletic fee adjustment
would be set at 4 percent of the current
athletic fee of $63.50, while the Grant-in-
Aid fee would increase by $4.73 each
year and be adjusted annually for educa-
tion increases, Richard said.
An alternative scenario to keeping
appropriated funds would be to get that
same amount from student fees - about
$797,273, Richard said. This would be in
addition to the aforementioned fee
increases, something the task force
hopes the BOT chooses not to do. It was
reported Monday in  The Daily Eastern
News that this alternative plan was what
the task force would recommend to the
BOT, which was incorrect.   
The task force also looked at cutting
some of Eastern’s 22 sports but Richard
said that could not be done because the
Office of Civil Rights will not allow a
sport to be cut if there is an interest for
it on campus. 
By Brian P. O’Malley
S T U D E N T  G O V E R N M E N T  E D I T O R
Last semester the Student Senate passed a reso-
lution approving a program that gives each new
senate member a senior member mentor.
Student Senate Speaker George Lesica said
there are three new senate members and he has
chosen three worthy senate members to train and
help them this semester.
“I chose people who I thought would be good,”
Lesica said.
Beckie Diehl, junior education major, was elect-
ed in December and said she is happy to be given a
mentor.
“I think it’ll help out,” Diehl said. “I will always
have someone to go to when I have questions.”
Diehl said her mentor is Matt Taggart whom she
doesn’t know well. She said she looks forward to
making a new friend.
“This way I can create more
friends within Student
Government,” Diehl said.
Lesica gave Diehl a copy of
Robert’s Rules of Order, which
are the guidelines in which
Eastern runs its senate.  Diehl
said she is taking in as much
information as she can.
“I like to know everything,”
Diehl said.  “I’m overly-excited
about being a senator.”
Senate member Ryan Berger was chosen to be
new Senate member Chelsea Frederick’s mentor.
Berger said he plans to help Frederick out in any
way he can.
“Basically my job is to show Chelsea the ins and
outs of senate,” Berger said.  “I’ll help her know
how to understand the meetings or bylaws.”
Berger said he definitely could have used a men-
tor when he was elected as a Senate member in the
Fall of 2002.
“I had no idea what was going on for the first
month,” Berger said.  “I didn’t even know what I
was voting for half the time.”
Each new senate member goes through an orien-
tation process.
“She’s going to have to go through orientation
and I’ll help her out with that,” he said.
Berger said he urges Frederick to ask any ques-
tion she needs to know because he’ll answer it if he
can.
“There’s no such thing as a stupid question in
Student Government,” Berger said.
Senate member Ryan Herdes was also chosen to
mentor new Senate member Keila Lacy.
S T U D E N T  S E N A T E
George Lesica
Task force proposes fee
increase to Faculty Senate
State proposes tougher laws for drunk drivers
P H O T O  I L L U S T R A T I O N  B Y  C O L I N  M C A U L I F F E
To keep DUI offenders with revoked licenses from driving, Secretary of State Jesse White 
proposed a law that will prevent convicted DUI drivers from buying vehicles during the time of
their suspended license.  
S E E  T A S K  Page 5
S E E  D U I  Page 5
More inside
 What does
this mean for
Eastern
sports? 
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By Brian P. O’Malley
S T U D E N T  G O V E R N M E N T  E D I T O R
Student Body President Caleb Judy will give
his State of the University Address Wednesday,
emphasizing on service
issues.
“Students should focus
more on service,” Judy said.
Judy has begun plans on
the Bucket Brigade, a group
of Eastern students that will
paint several houses in
Charleston that need a make
over, he said.
“I want to show that
Eastern students are respon-
sible citizens,” Judy said. “I
just really want service to be more emphasized.”
The senate will discuss a motion Wednesday
for $1,095 to use on food for those attending the
Illinois Board of Higher Education Student
Advisory Committee meeting Saturday and
Sunday.
George Lesica said a meeting like this is held
once every two months and a different school
hosts every time.
The last few meetings have not had many
attendants, but this year’s should have close to
50 people, Lesica said.
“This year’s meeting is going to be pretty big,”
Lesica said.
If the money is approved, it will be used to
feed attending students from other schools,
Lesica said.
“Since we are the hosts, we should provide our
guests with something to eat,” Lesica said.
Public and private schools from all over the
state will have representatives in attendance.
Jeff Twardowski, representative from
Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville,
wrote to other student leaders around the state
about the event.
“Join us in in discussing the upcoming state
higher education budget, student fees, afford-
ability, diversity and more,” Twardowski said.
“IBHE-SAC is a statewide committee that rep-
resents the best interests of the students of
Illinois higher education.”
Lesica said the senate will vote to approve
multiple senate members as committee chairs.
Jeff Collier, former Student Senate Secretary,
has been chosen by Lesica to be the new chair
for the Academic Affairs Committee.
“It’s a new task,” Collier said. “I’m really
excited.”
Collier was named a senate member this
semester and said he has the ability to lead a
committee and make things happen.
“It’s really going to showcase what a good sen-
ator I am,” he said.
The Student Senate meets at 7 p.m.
Wednesday in the Arcola/Tuscola Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
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FadProof performs Dec. 6 at Pemberton Hall. The group will be one of several performing Wednesday in the Grand Ballroom.
Caleb Judy
By Julie Bourque
C A M P U S  R E P O R T E R
The Textbook Rental Service has
appointed a face familiar to Eastern to a
higher position this semester.
As of Jan. 1, 2004, Carol Miller has
been acting as director of Textbook
Rental Service. Dan Klingenberg, the
former director, officially retired Dec.
31, 2003 as director of Textbook Rental
Service, which led to Miller’s appoint-
ment.
Klingenberg was director for approx-
imately 10 years. He said he chose to
step down from his position for person-
al reasons and retirement. 
Miller’s 28 years of experience in
Eastern’s Textbook Rental Service con-
tributed to her prompt appointment; she
recently served as assistant director of
Textbook Rental Service. By handling
many of the same responsibilities as
director, Miller has developed the qual-
ities necessary to hold the director posi-
tion.
“As assistant director I was in charge
of purchasing books, staffing, authori-
zation for payment, daily payments and
assisting students,” Miller said. “I guess
when asked and when necessary, with
absence of the director, I basically had
the responsibilities of the entire opera-
tion.”
As acting director, Miller hopes to
bring a more friendly atmosphere to
customers and to better serve faculty
and students. 
Miller’s current appointment is an
interim position, meaning her appoint-
ment as director is transitional and not
necessarily permanent. Shirley
Stewart, vice president for student
affairs, said the official position of
director of Textbook Rental Service will
be decided after a required search is
conducted.
“Due to the budget situation, I have
decided to wait in beginning this
process,” Stewart said. “When the
search convenes, the search committee
will review candidate files and narrow
the field of candidates to invite to cam-
pus.”
Stewart said all areas of the campus
are invited to interview the candidates.
More information about campus
searches can be found in Eastern’s
Internal Governing Policies. 
S T A F F  R E P O R T
Tonight at 7 p.m. in the Grand
Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King, Jr. University Union, the
University Board is sponsoring a
student concert. 
The concert will feature bands
from Eastern including Fad Proof.
Fad Proof was formed a little over
a year ago. 
The band consists of three peo-
ple, Eastern sophomore Jim
Markunas, sophomore Eli Hamel
and Matt Mcmillan from Mattoon.
“Jim had the idea for the band
and I was his roommate and we
met Matt in Mattoon,” Mcmillan
said.
Mcmillan describes Fad Proof’s
sound as different and said their
sound can be compared to such
main stream bands as Everclear
and Linkin Park.
“I don’t know where Jim gets his
lyrics from, they just kind of fall
out of his mouth,” Mcmillan said. 
Mcmillan said they did not have
to audition to play tonight, Willie
Bess asked them to perform. 
Bands 
to rock
Union
Judy to emphasize service Textbook Rental
appoints new director
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Store Hours:
Monday - Thursday 8:00am to 8:00pm
Friday 8:00am to 4:30pm
Saturday 10:00am to 4:00pm
Sunday 1:00 pm to 5:00 pm
Phone (217) 581-5821
Fax (217) 581-6625
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union
Eastern Illinois University
Bookstore
S a l e  R u n s  J a n .  2 6 t h  -  F e b .  1 s t
20% OFF
Art Supplies
Come Join the Brothers
Of
for Informal Rush
Jan. 28 Wednesday 6-9 Pizza Hut Pizza
Jan. 29 Thursday 6-9 McDonald’s
Jan. 30 Friday 6-9 Formal Smoker 
(Invite Only)
At the Sigma Nu House 1005 Greek Court
Call 581-6898 for rides
ΣΝ
By Blake Boldt
S T A F F  W R I T E R
A dedication to strong work and a
concern for the community has led
Charleston’s 85-year-old Chamber of
Commerce to name Larry Rennels as
its 2003 Outstanding Citizen of the
Year.
Rennels received his award at the
chamber’s annual dinner Saturday
night in Eastern’s Grand Ballroom.
“It came as a surprise, but a pleas-
ant surprise,” Rennels said. “I was
really honored to win.” 
Rennels has served on the city council since his elec-
tion in 1997.
Along with his work as a council member, he has par-
ticipated in many other community projects.
Rennels was a member of the Charleston Alcohol Task
Force in the past and he also served on the Youth Service
Board, he said.
As a member of the Immanuel Lutheran Church,
Rennels said he has been on the church council and the
board of elders.
In addition to these responsibilities, Rennels has
served as the president of the congregation, he said.
“He’s an exemplary person,” Cindy Titus, the execu-
tive director for the chamber said.
She noted his involvement with the chamber, his
church and the city council as reasons for his selection.  
“He fit all the criteria,” Titus said.
Former Chamber president Jill Nilsen also recognized
his contributions.
“He has worked tirelessly for the Chamber of
Commerce,” Nilsen said.
She added that he has given his knowledge and energy
to support the community.
According to Titus, a press release is sent out each year
asking for nominees and the chamber’s board members
then decide on the winner.
Rennels said he graduated from Rose Hulman in Terre
Haute, Ind., with a degree in electrical engineering.
Following graduation, he spent 11 years in the Chicago
area with Motorola, he said.
During his time at Motorola, Rennels designed and
managed the development of pagers and two-way radios.
He was also involved with the advisory commission on East-
West Trade to the U.S. Department of Commerce, he said.
Rennels, a Charleston native, and his wife, Mary Ann,
returned to the area in 1980.
After returning, he joined his father in the family busi-
ness, Rennels TV and Appliance, and now serves as the
owner of the business.
“He has been a longtime businessman in the communi-
ty who works for the good of the community,” Nilsen said.
Councilman is
local Chamber
citizen of year 
Larry Rennels
By Blake Boldt
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Lynn Collins is the director of the
Charleston Food Pantry and her
dedication to the organization has
resulted in her being honored as the
Volunteer of the Year by
Charleston’s Chamber of
Commerce during its annual dinner
Saturday night.
“There are so many people who
have a part in this,” said Collins.
She added that she was uncom-
fortable receiving the award when
there are so many worthy candi-
dates.
Collins said she has given her
time, effort and energy to the
pantry, sponsored by the First
Christian Church, for over a
decade.
“I like helping other people,” she
said.
The pantry provides those in
need with housing, clothing and
food, Collins said.
Cindy Titus, executive director of
the chamber, said winning the
Volunteer of the Year award is a
rare achievement.
“The last award was given in
1999,” Titus said.  
The committee felt Collins was
deserving of this award for her
leadership and support of the
pantry, Titus said.
She said Collins deserves this
award because she is willing to use
all her resources to help out the
community.
Collins uses her vehicle, her gas
money and her time to assist people,
Titus said.
Due in large part to her assis-
tance, the pantry will serve its one-
millionth meal this year.
Collins, along with her husband
Jon, is an active participant in the
Charleston Bicycle Club.  She was
also a volunteer at Jefferson
Elementary School while their
three sons attended.
Collins said the people of the
community should be recognized
for their efforts in providing for the
needy.
“Everyone is very helpful in giv-
ing,” Collins said.
“Because of her commitment,
many families in the community
have been able to put food on the
table,” former Chamber of
Commerce President Jill Nilsen
said.
Collins deserves this award for
her continuing efforts to keep the
pantry in operation, Nilsen said.
Collins said she does not remem-
ber how she became involved in the
pantry, but she finds it rewarding to
work for the community. She has
one more reason to assist the people.
“Now I don’t have to stay home
and clean,” she said.
Food pantry director rewarded for volunteer service
Police name men arrested in fight
By Evan Hill
C A M P U S  E D I T O R
The names of two Eastern students
arrested in connection with a fight that
occurred Friday, Jan. 23 were
released.
According to Adam Due, Chief of
the University Police Department, the
two arrests were the result of a fight at
a dance held at the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union, which was spon-
sored by the Black Student Union, a
recognized student organization.
One student, Lazerrick Young, a
biology major and member of the Phi
Beta Sigma fraternity, was held at the
Coles County Jail on a charge of aggra-
vated battery after his arrest at 12:15
a.m. Jan. 24, according to Due. 
The other student, Orlando
Drummond, a psychology major and
also a member of Phi Beta Sigma, was
held on a charge of aggravated battery
toward a police officer.
The Coles County Sheriff’s
Department said both Young and
Drummond were released on 10 per-
cent of their $5,000  bonds Sunday, Jan.
25.
Regardless of legal sanctions
imposed on the students, they still face
the possibility of an inquiry by Judicial
Affairs, said Keith Kohanzo, director
of Judicial Affairs.
“If a student is involved in some sig-
nificant behavioral infraction, we do
get involved,” Kohanzo said. “If they
violated the student conduct code, we
would deal with that by referring the
students to a judicial hearing. 
Kohanzo said he had not received a
report on the incident.  However, he
said he could not comment on it even if
Judicial Affairs was involved because
of Illinois law privacy regulations on
student records.
The Charleston Police Department
would not release any further informa-
tion pending the filing of official
charges. Neither Drummond nor
Young could be reached for comment.
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S  
University Police Chief Adam Due and other officers finish checking the building Friday night after a fight in the Grand
Ballroom of the Martin Luther King, Jr. University Union. Police took two people into custody after the incident.
◆ Students were charged
and released on bond over
the weekend
Sometime in the mid-‘80s, a
man who today has cuff links
worth more than my life sav-
ings, made a very important
decision. This man saw an
opportunity to end all silence,
took advantage of it and has
made my life and many more
lives all that more worse. He
introduced cell phones to
America, particularly teenage
girls. The effect of this inven-
tion is very complex and took
lots of research and hours on
hours of endless interviews, but
I did it. I went all out.
Through my interviews I have
found that this mobile mode of
communication disrupts feelings
of complacency among members
of the human race. Nowadays, as
we settle down on the beach or
at a restaurant there is always
someone on the phone giving the
play-by-play to her best friend. 
“Ohh, this restaurant is so
quaint and cute ... Mmm, this
chicken is out of this world!” 
If it really is not your day, as
you lay down on the beach you
will get the weatherman. 
“It is so sunny and the temper-
ature is around 80 degrees, not a
cloud in the sky.” 
Of course, he is always fading
and talking to someone an hour
to the east, which requires the
cell phone user to let the entire
area know that he is breaking up
due to an incoming storm, thus
ruining whatever precious
moments were left in the sun.
The introduction of the cell
phone to America has also
caused caused significant others
and parents to shorten their
leashes. Some students who have
not yet cut the umbilical cord
have a cell phone so their par-
ents can always get a hold of
them. Don’t deny it, you know
who you are. No longer is “I did-
n’t have any change” an accept-
able excuse. I have found that
my friends who have cell phones
must call loved ones every time
we go out. 
Why? 
“Just so that we can make
sure you’re OK.” 
This excuse is also known as
“making sure you are not having
any fun without me.” 
Then again, “Making sure you
are OK” may be a legitimate
excuse due to the condition of
the roads today. No longer is
driving down the highway,
singing to the music, checking
out girls in the rear view mirror,
slurping down a vanilla milk
shake and steering with the
extra hand considered a major
challenge. In the post cell phone
era it is no longer impressive. It
is like hitting 50 home runs in
baseball; it means nothing now.
Thanks to the cell phone, in
order to be a true driver you
must sing to the music, check
out the girls, slurp the triple
thick milk shake, eat an “angus
beef” cheeseburger, talk on a
cell phone and take a picture
with your phone. You may ask
how do you steer?  Well, you
don’t, which is where the prob-
lem lies.
After making it through this
gauntlet known as the highway,
you should be rewarded by
enjoying your destination. If
your destination is the movie
theater, that too is ruined by cell
phones. There truly is nothing
like watching “The Pianist” dur-
ing a very emotional time and
hearing the 1976 Wild Cherry hit
“Play that Funky Music (White
Boy)” chiming from three rows
behind you. After the phone call
recipient digs through her purse,
you must listen to the lady, who
of course is fighting back tears,
recap the entire movie that you
just watched. After hanging up
she has to ask the guy next to
her what she missed while on
the phone, so yet again, another
recap. I am sure that in the pre-
cell phone era there were no
“Play that Funky Music (White
Boy)” interruptions when Luke
found out that Darth Vader was
his father. 
Now for a recap just in case
your cell phone rang halfway
through this column: cell phone
introduction has had a monu-
mental effect on the “American
Way.” Life has changed. There is
more communication, but no
longer is the highway safe or the
movie theatres quiet. There is a
shorter chain in relationships,
and life is just louder. The only
positive effect of cell phone
introduction is that ... umm ...
well, let’s just hope those cuff
links are awfully nice.
The Council on Academic Affairs will again
discuss Thursday changing the process by
which students  appeal their grades.
The CAA will consider giving departmental
deans more of a say on the outcome of appeals,
a change it should seriously consider.
Amanda Sartore, student vice president for
academic affairs, said changing the process
should make it more efficient and effective.
The Student
Government has histor-
ically been interested in
the grade appeals poli-
cy. Last year, members
talked to university
committees and coun-
cils about additional
student involvement in
the outcome of grade
appeals.
Currently, grade
appeal cases can
progress to an appeal
hearing. The process involves the grade
appeals committee, which varies in depart-
ments but consists of typically three to five
people. Also present is the department chair;
Sartore; and a student selected by Sartore and
the department chair.
The student selected is someone who does
not know the student appealing and has a dif-
ferent major from the student, Sartore said.
After the grade appeal hearing, the student
may then appeal again to Blair Lord, provost
and vice president of academic affairs, before
the decision is then cleared to the dean. This
prolongs the process of appeals.
With the new grade appeal proposal, the
process of having a second appeal to Lord fol-
lowed by the dean is removed, and instead the
dean is involved in the process from the begin-
ning. Sartore said the dean is currently being
bypassed in the process and instead needs to
oversee it so the appeals can run more effi-
ciently.
By having the dean involved from the start, it
saves more time in the long run. Also, the dean
will be more knowledgeable about the case
before contributing input.
Sartore is still in the process of talking to
Recognized Student Organizations to inform
them more about the appeals policies.
The reasons a student can appeal a grade will
not change, just the process. The CAA should
take into account the efforts of the Student
Government and the possibility of a positive
change a dean’s increased involvement could
bring.
The men of Phi Beta
Sigma Fraternity, Inc. Delta
Chi chapter would like to
formally apologize to the
entire campus community
for some of our member’s
conduct that was unbecom-
ing of any college students
and clearly beneath the
standards and ideals of Phi
Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc.
We recognize that if we
had walked away this week-
end, this incident would not
have occurred. We as Sigma
men want to emphasize
brotherhood, scholarship
and service as stated in our
national bylaws. As we
move into African
American Heritage Month,
we will be striving to bring
the campus together
through workshops, forums
and several service proj-
ects. Furthermore, with our
efforts we hope to eradicate
the negative impact this has
caused the entire campus.
Again, we sincerely apolo-
gize for being involved in
any incident that doesn’t
promote the high ideals of
Eastern Illinois University,
and we will endeavor to see
that we are never involved
in such actions in the
future.
Adam Little
President, Delta Chi 
Chapter
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity,
Inc. 
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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
Michael Schroeder
City reporter and
guest
columnist
for The Daily
Eastern News
Schroeder also is
a junior 
history education
major 
He can be reached at
cumjs1@eiu.edu
An Interruption since introduction
O P I N I O N
E D I T O R I A L
Behavior beneath fraternity standards
Y O U R  T U R N :  L E T T E R S  T O  T H E  E D I T O R
“There truly is noth-
ing like watching “The
Pianist” during a very
emotional time and
hearing the 1976 Wild
Cherry hit “Play that
Funky Music (White
Boy)” chiming from
three rows behind you.”
Editorial board
John Chambers, Editor in chief
Matt Meinheit, Managing editor
Matt Williams, News editor
Carly Mullady, Associate news editor
Jennifer Chiariello, Editorial page editor
Matthew Stevens, Sports editor
jpchambers@eiu.edu
The editorial is the majority opinion of the 
Daily Eastern News editorial board.
At issue
The Council  on
Academic Affairs will
discuss changing the
grade appeals
process, giving
departmental deans
more involvement.
Our stance
Getting the dean
more involved will
help the process run
smoother.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor
addressing local, state, national and international issues. They should be less than 250
words and include the authors’ name, telephone number and address. Students should
indicate their year in school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate
their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may edit letters, so keep it concise.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL
61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to jpchambers@eiu.edu.
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Grade
appeals due
for change
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By Brittany Robson
A C T I V I T I E S  E D I T O R
The Charleston Community
Theater will present the Tony
Award winning play “Master
Class” by Terrence McNally. 
The play will feature Eastern
music professor Marilyn Coles
starring as an opera diva along
with 4 other Eastern students from
the music department.
“I think this play will be well
attended because it is a well-known
Tony Award winning play,” Anne
Higley from Charleston
Community Theater said.
Roles for plays in the Charleston
Community Theater do not usually
go to Eastern students, but Higley
said it just depends on what play is
being put on and what the roles call
for.
Tickets have already been on sale
for a week and a half.
“We have six shows and have
sold close to eighty tickets, which
isn’t bad for only selling for a week
and a half,” Higley said.
Performances are scheduled for
Feb. 6-8 and 13-15. Friday and
Saturday shows start at 7:30 p.m and
Sunday matinees begin at 3 p.m. 
Because The Tarble Arts Center
is currently under construction,
the play will be held at Buzzard
Auditorium. Tickets are on sale
now, $10 for adults, $ 8 for seniors
and $ 6 for students. Call 581-2787
to reserve tickets.
Professor
to star in
local play
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  C O L I N  M C A U L I F F E
Hey, take a look at this...
Chris Bragdon, who is with a study abroad program affiliated with Butler University, talks to Ren Robinson, a freshman pre-pharmacy major, about
studying abroad in Australia/New Zealand for the summer, Tuesday afternoon outside the food court in the Martin Luther King, Jr. University Union. 
Eastern President Lou Hencken asked
the task force to find other ways to fund
athletics besides state money. Richard
said the reason many schools are trying
to get away from relying on state money
is predictability.
“It’s a safer way to budget for the
year,” she said, because state funds can
vary and student funds are guaranteed.  
But Richard and the task force believe
Eastern is not relying too heavily on state
funds compared to other schools compa-
rable to Eastern in size.
“The proportion of appropriated dol-
lars dedicated to the department of ath-
letics at Eastern was significantly lower
than all other Ohio Valley Conference
state institutions and comparable institu-
tions within the state of Illinois,” Richard
said, with the excep-
tion  of Samford
University, a private
institution.
Several senate
members didn’t agree
with the fee increase
proposal.
“It’s not fair,” said
Wilson Ogbomo, asso-
ciate professor of African-American
studies. “It’s almost like robbing Peter to
pay Paul. Many students pay these fees
and never participate in athletics.”
Other senate members were opposed
to the amount of appropriated funds the
athletic department gets each year.  
Director of Athletics Richard
McDuffie, who was not present at the
meeting, said the athletics department
received $ 6.9 million total, of which
$100,000 appropriated funds were cut
this year. 
McDuffie said the athletic department
received 17.4 percent of its funds from
state dollars, 31.55 percent from scholar-
ships, 18.7 percent from the athletic fee
and 32.35 percent
from external dona-
tions.
The Grant-in-Aid
fee is divided by the
athletic department
and a general account,
said Linda Coffey, bur-
sar for Eastern’s
accounting office. The
athletic department gets 80 percent
while the general account gets the
remaining 20, Coffey said. The money is
used on scholarships for students. 
Senate members will discuss the pres-
entation during next week’s meeting.
The Faculty Senate also discussed
changing the way the Honors Council is
composed and advised by The Council on
Academic Affairs. Council on Academic
Affairs member James Tidwell spoke on
the councils behalf and said it has always
overseen how the Honors Council has
operated. 
The Faculty Senate meets at 2 p.m.
Tuesdays in the Booth Library
Conference Room 4440. 
“They would have the right to a trial in front of a jury
and the right to an attorney,” Ferguson said.  “Possible
penalties would be fines, probation, revocation of
license or even jail time.”
The proposed law would affect Eastern students as
well as Illinois residents.
Arthur Mitchell, university police officer, said there
were 50 DUI arrests last year. Normally, Eastern aver-
ages 40-50 DUI arrests each year, reaching its peak in
2000 with 70 arrests, he said.
“It’s always out there,” Mitchell said.  
Director of Judicial Affairs at Eastern, Keith
Kohanzo, said the penalty for a DUI on campus is a
semester suspension or year of probation. 
“It is taken more seriously because the student is
threatening life and limb— not only their own, but the
lives of others,” Kohanzo said.  “The consequences are
far more serious.”
Task:
Many opposed to dollar
amount Athletics receives
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1
DUI:
DUI consequences far more serious
than other driving infractions
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1
“It’s not fair, it’s
almost like robbing
Peter to pay Paul.”
—Wilson Ogbomo, associate professor
of African-American studies
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Sigma  Phi  Epsilon
ΣΦΕ
Spring Informational Rush
Tonight  5-7 p.m. at the Sig Ep house
Free Little Caesar’s Pizza
For Rides or Info Call the Sig Ep House @ 581-6123
2003 Greek Week Champs & 
the Only 5 Star Fraternity on Campus
Celebrating over 100 years of Brotherhood
1512 A Street. P.O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
217 345-4489 - Fax 345-4472
Love the Pizza!  Love the Price!
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Everyday discounts for students
1-Topping Pizza
$699*
Large
$599*
Medium
*Valid only with Student ID.
©2003 Pizza Hut, Inc. The Pizza Hut® name, logo and related marks are trademarks of Pizza Hut, Inc.
Delivery where available; charges may apply. Delivery drivers carry no more than $20 cash.
105 West Lincoln
348-8213
Dine-In/Delivery/Carryout
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Federal Aviation
Administration focused on the
danger of explosives aboard
planes rather than a suicide
hijacking before the Sept. 11
attacks even though its own
security officers warned ter-
rorists might try to crash an
airliner, a federal panel said
Tuesday.
The FAA’s Office of Civil
Aviation Security considered
the risk of a suicide hijacking
at least as early as March
1998, says the preliminary
report by The National
Commission on Terrorist
Attacks Upon the United
States.
The commission report
acknowledges there was no
specific intelligence indicat-
ing suicide hijackings would
occur but says the FAA still
had a responsibility to protect
the flying public against such
a threat.
The commission wrapped
up two days of hearings that
focused on aviation and bor-
der security lapses. The panel,
which has been investigating
the Sept. 11 attacks for a year
and has held seven public
hearings, wants Congress to
extend its May 27 deadline by
at least two months, saying it
needs more time to review all
the material.
At Tuesday’s hearing, the com-
mission provided documents
showing the FAA was aware of
the possibility of suicide hijack-
ings but did not pass the informa-
tion along to airlines.
In a presentation to airline
and airport officials in early
2001, the FAA discounted the
threat of a suicide hijacking
because there was “no indica-
tion that any group is current-
ly thinking in that direction.”
And when the agency issued a
terrorism warning to air car-
riers in July 2001, it noted the
risk of explosives inside lug-
gage but did not mention sui-
cide hijackings.
At a commission hearing,
panel member Timothy
Roemer read from an FAA
document published in the
Federal Register on July 17,
2001, stating that terrorism
could occur “anytime, any-
where” in the United States
and cautioning that the risk
“needs to be prevented and
countered.”
“The dots are connected
and they’re large,” said
Roemer, a former Democratic
congressman from Indiana.
“Why didn’t they result in a
change in policy?”
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Justice Department
has found no incidents in which the anti-terrorism
Patriot Act has been invoked to abuse civil rights or
civil liberties but has identified instances of mistreat-
ment of Muslims and Arabs that did not involve the
act.
Tuesday’s report probably will provide fodder for
Bush administration efforts to persuade Congress to
renew the law, which expires in 2005. The law, passed
shortly after the Sept. 11 terror attacks, faces a legion
of critics who contend its expansion of government
surveillance powers violates constitutional free
speech and privacy rights.
“It is clear that the government has been thorough-
ly responsible in its implementation of the act,” said
Justice Department spokesman Mark Corallo. “As the
president has said, it is vital that Congress reauthorize
these provisions.”
But Rep. John Conyers, senior Democrat on the
House Judiciary Committee whose Michigan district
includes many people of Arab descent, said the report
failed to identify “a single punishment or sanction”
imposed on a Justice Department employee found to
have violated civil rights and civil liberties.
Investigators find
Patriot Act not abused
WASHINGTON (AP) — The government cracked down
on indecent programming Tuesday, proposing a record fine
against the nation’s largest radio chain for a show titled
“Bubba the Love Sponge” and only the second fine ever for
a TV broadcast.
The FCC proposed a $755,000 fine against Clear Channel
Communications for sexually explicit segments of the radio
show aired on four Florida radio stations between 6:30 a.m.
and 9 a.m. It was the single largest fine ever proposed for
indecency.
The commission also proposed a $27,500 fine against
Young Broadcasting of San Francisco Inc. for airing a man
exposing himself on its “KRON 4 Morning News” show.
The fines were announced a day before a congres-
sional subcommittee planned to examine the FCC’s
enforcement of indecency rules. Critics say the FCC
moves too slowly to address complaints and that its
penalties are not severe enough to dissuade broad-
casters from airing objectionable material.
FCC Chairman Michael Powell last week called for
Congress to increase the maximum fine for indecency
from $27,500 per incident to $275,000. He said the lat-
est fines show the FCC is serious about pursuing
penalties but needs the threat of larger fines to get
broadcasters to toe the line.
FCC hits puppeteers, radio
show with decency fine 
N A T I O N A L  N E W S  B R I E F S
Kerry goes 2 for 2, takes N. H.
MANCHESTER, N.H. (AP) —
John Kerry overpowered
Howard Dean to win New
Hampshire’s primary
Tuesday, scoring a second-
straight campaign victory to
establish the four-term sena-
tor as the Democratic Party’s
presidential front-runner.
“It’s an enormous victory, a
huge turnaround,” Kerry told
The Associated Press. “We
were written off for months,
and plugged on and showed
people the determination we
have to defeat President
Bush.”
Sen. John Edwards of North
Carolina and retired Army
Gen. Wesley Clark were in a
distant race for third. Sen. Joe
Lieberman of Connecticut
was in fifth place, his candida-
cy in peril.
After trooping through cof-
fee shops, country stores and
livings rooms of Iowa and
New Hampshire, the candi-
dates now move to the cold
realities of a national cam-
paign — airport rallies and
multimillion-dollar ad buys
in seven state holding con-
tests next Tuesday.
With 70 percent of the
precincts reporting, Kerry
had 39 percent, Dean had 25
percent, Clark 13 percent,
Edwards 12 percent, and
Lieberman 9 percent.
Dean, the former five-
term governor of Vermont,
lost by double-digits — less
than he needed for a complete
rebound or to erase doubts
about his viability. He did
manage about twice as many
votes as either Edwards or
Clark, and found solace in
gaining ground since his dis-
astarous third-place finish in
Iowa.
“It looks like we are going
to finish a solid second,” said
Dean, who with Kerry is flush
with money and support need-
ed to wage a lengthy cam-
paign.
Edwards, who finished a
surprise second in Iowa, pre-
dicted he would finish in the
double digits, an improve-
ment over his standing in polls
before Iowa. He’s staking his
candidacy on South Carolina,
a centerpiece of next week’s
contests. “Beyond South
Carolina, I don’t want to make
any predictions,” he said.
Looking toward next week,
Dean insisted he will “play to
win in every single state,”
overruling aides who urged a
more cautious approach. The
former Vermont governor
plans to compete in South
Carolina, Missouri, New
Mexico and Arizona, which
holds contests next Tuesday;
Michigan and Washington
state four days later; and
Wisconsin, with its contest
Feb. 17.
Several Dean advisers had
urged him to pick fewer tar-
gets, cherrypicking states to
conserve resources, but he
vetoed the strategy, insisting
that his campaign was mus-
cular enough to compete
nationally.
Dean has raised more than
$200,000 in the 24 hours
before the primary, but he has
been spending money just as
fast as raising it — and he will
keep up the pricey pace with
his new strategy.
Kerry also pledged to com-
pete everywhere, but his twin
victories should fuel the drive.
An AP analysis of the dele-
gate count showed Kerry win-
ning 14 delegates and Dean
capturing eight, while
Edwards and Clark appeared
to finish below the 15 percent
vote threshold needed to win
any delegates.
His eye warily cast toward
the fall, Bush planned a trip to
New Hampshire to counter
criticism heaped his way dur-
Hijacking possibility known pre 9-11
John Kerry Howard Dean
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President
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The Ladies of Alpha Sigma Tau would like to congratulate our new
executive board and thank our old board.
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2004
Erin Traeger
Krystal Schrage
Jacki Engel
Cortney Trayer
Karen Poudniak
Rebecca White
ΓΧ
Cari Smolinski
Cristy Mieling
Mariah Martin-Dooling
2003
Jacki Engel
Karen Poudniak
Lauren Foster
Coreen Dunton
ΓΧ
Lindsey Dunton
Cortney Trayer
ΓΧ
Collen Carmody
Shannon Maser
Who’s come to party?
Kelly’s here to party! 
She’s !
Love Ashley Amanda & Nikkole
Come meet the Ladies of
Sigma Sigma Sigma
for an informational
∗ ΣΣΣ ∗ ΣΣΣ ∗ ΣΣΣ ∗ ΣΣΣ ∗ ΣΣΣ ∗ ΣΣΣ ∗ ΣΣΣ ∗ ΣΣΣ ∗
∗ ΣΣΣ ∗ ΣΣΣ ∗ ΣΣΣ ∗ ΣΣΣ ∗ ΣΣΣ ∗ ΣΣΣ ∗ ΣΣΣ ∗ ΣΣΣ ∗
When: Wednesday, January 28th, 7:30pm
Where: 1030 Greek Court
Sigma Sigma Sigma House
For information or rides call:
Katie Martin 581-8211
Supporting EIU
Athletics for 
over 50 years
Locally owned &
operated
Gateway
345-9722
Eastside Package
345-5722
Does your life blow?
The Verge may be able
to fix your wagon!
Email Holly and Dan at eiuverge@hotmail.com
Try our new
advice column.
RUSH
Delta Chi
Wednesday...Dominos Pizza, 
6pm-8pm
Thursday...Subway Sandwiches, 
6pm-8pm
Friday...Smoker (invite only)
S T A T E  N E W S  B R I E F S
Snow and blowing snow create
tough commute on the highway
By The Associated Press
The sledding hill at Champaign’s
Centennial Park was one of the
city’s most popular spots Tuesday.
“It’s fun. The boys keep tackling
us,” said 15-year-old Maria Hinders,
a student at St. Thomas More High
School who took advantage of a day
off from classes to tackle the hill
with about a dozen friends. Most
were covered head to toe with snow.
“We’re just sledding and having
fun,” said Hallie Sturdyvin, 16.
Up to 4 inches of new snow fell
across Illinois Tuesday morning, on
top of snow that came Sunday and
Monday. The snow snarled the morn-
ing commute in the Chicago area,
making what normally would be 30-
minute trips last as long as two hours.
The threat of blowing snow
prompted a winter weather advisory
in central Illinois. Winds of 20 to 35
miles per hour reduced visibility and
turned some roads into ice sheets.
“You’re probably going to see
near whiteout conditions as the
winds pick up,” said Melissa Byrd, a
meteorologist at the National
Weather Service office in Lincoln.
In the far northwestern corner of
the state, as much as six inches of
snow fell near the Quad Cities in a 24-
hour period ending Tuesday after-
noon, said Steffanie Kolbus, a mete-
orologist with the National Weather
Service in Davenport, Iowa.
Three to 5 inches of snow were
reported in parts of Jo Daviess,
Putnam, Henderson and Bureau
Counties, she added.
Champaign’s St. Thomas More
was one of dozens of schools across
the state that canceled classes
Tuesday because of poor road con-
ditions. For some it was a second
straight day without lessons, and a
second straight early morning for
school officials who made the deci-
sion.
SPRINGFIELD (AP) — You’re a
state worker whose boss wants to
approve a professional license for
a housing company. The company
doesn’t meet state regulations but
it is promising your boss a good
deal on a new roof for his house.
What should you do?
A co-worker skips lunch with
colleagues to go home and make
fund-raising calls for his boss, who
is running for re-election.
Is that acceptable?
Those are the kind of dilemmas
being posed to state employees as
part of a new state law requiring
annual ethics training. The 54,000
employees under Gov. Rod
Blagojevich’s supervision are get-
ting their training through a com-
puterized presentation that offers
different scenarios and then tests
workers on how to react.
The training is part of the state’s
effort to crack down on abuses that
embarrassed government officials
in recent years. It uses some high-
ly publicized examples to empha-
size what is out of bounds.
For example, the training says
some employees wrongly believed
they had no choice but to commit
wrongdoing in the licenses-for-
bribes scandal when former Gov.
George Ryan was secretary of state.
It points out that criminal prosecu-
tion could be the result of doing
political work on state time.
A scenario in the training closely
resembles the events that led for-
mer House Minority Leader Lee
Daniels to leave his post. Daniels,
who also stepped down as the state
Republican Party chairman after
accusations surfaced his employ-
ees did illegal political work, has
not been charged with any wrong-
doing. He did not immediately
return a call left at his office
Tuesday evening.
Blagojevich’s staff says
the training is meant to use mis-
Mentoring programs forced to close
ELGIN (AP) — Rising insurance
costs have forced two Illinois chap-
ters of Big Brothers Big Sisters to
close or radically alter their men-
toring programs.
Problems at the Elgin-based Fox
Valley chapter and the Lake
County chapter stemmed from the
sexual-abuse convictions of two
men and resulting lawsuits that
prompted the agencies’ insurers to
drop the chapters, officials said.
Last summer the Fox Valley
chapter officially terminated all
unsupervised adult-child contact
after it lost insurance coverage
and couldn’t get a replacement
provider. The Lake County chapter
also stopped its mentoring pro-
gram and now only allows adults
and children to meet in chaperoned
groups or in schools.
Veteran volunteers Ed and
Mickey Hostick of Elgin lamented
the loss of the Fox Valley program.
“I don’t understand why insur-
ance is the issue at hand,” Mickey
Hostick said. “The need is huge out
in our area for mentors, and this
one-on-one thing works.”
The experiences of the two
Illinois chapters were unusual,
said Mack Koonce, chief operating
officer of Philadelphia-based Big
Brothers Big Sisters of America.
Only about 10 Big Brothers
chapters out of 500 were in jeop-
ardy because of liability coverage,
Koonce said.
Man shot after pointing fake gun at police
PONTIAC (AP) — A Livingston
County man whose wife was shot
and killed by police in 2002 was shot
when he pointed a fake gun at an
officer who found him hiding in a
closet as police tried to serve an
arrest warrant, authorities said.
Authorities would not comment
on Kevin McCure’s injuries and or
identify the officer involved in the
shooting. The 31-year-old
Chatsworth man appeared in
Livingston County Circuit Court in
a wheelchair Monday with his right
foot bandaged.
Livingston County State’s
Attorney Thomas Brown said the
owner of the Chatsworth house
where McCure was staying refused
to let police in Saturday night when
they tried to arrest McCure on war-
rants that included failure to appear
in court on battery and domestic
battery charges.
Police returned early Sunday
with a search warrant, Brown said.
McCure was shot when he pointed a
fake handgun that looked like a
9mm semiautomatic pistol at an
officer who found him hiding in a
second-floor closet, Brown said.
State police are investigating the
shooting.
McCure was charged with two
misdemeanor charges of hiding
from police and pointing a fake but
realistic gun at police. He was in
Livingston County Jail on $10,000
bond Tuesday on the warrant
charges and the new charges.
McCure’s wife, Cindy McCure,
was shot and killed in June 2002
when she pointed a small-caliber
handgun at a Livingston County
sheriff’s deputy who had gone to the
couple’s Chatsworth residence to
answer a domestic disturbance call.
A special prosecutor ruled
Training explains
ethics standards
to state workers
Check out the Ramada. Great
drink specials for EIU students.
Bar, restaurant, and front desk
positions available. 300
Broadway East Mattoon.
________________________1/29
Kitchen assistant needed @
Marianne’s Euro Deli. Apply in
person. 615 Monroe Street.
________________________1/30
Sales minded, motivated stu-
dents needed for campus area
fee-based team. Call 345-2956
to schedule interview.
________________________1/30
Delivery person wanted part
time, apply in person after 4 PM,
Paglia’s Pizza, 1600 Lincoln,
Charleston.
__________________________2/3
Caring individuals needed to
work with adults with develop-
mental disabilities in a group
home setting, stressing commu-
nity integrated living. Now hiring
weekend Mid-8am and PT
evening positions. Apply in per-
son at Tull House, 1911 18th St.
Charleston; 345-3552
__________________________2/3
Are you interested in earning
extra money this semester?
Want to work in a fun environ-
ment, on-campus, evenings
only, no weekends? Eastern
Illinois University’s Annual
Fund is seeking student
callers. Students receive an
hourly rate with incentives to
earn hourly bonuses. No “cold
calling,” student callers con-
tact Alumni from an estab-
lished donor base. To make
application, stop by the Alumni
Services office located in the
Brainard House on 4th Street.
Ask for either Kim or Jonathan.
Application deadline is
February 5th. Interviews begin
immediately.
__________________________2/6
Would like Friday & Saturdays
off? Are you looking for a part-
time evening position in a fun,
professional office atmosphere?
Ruffalo Cody/Westaff is seeking
professional telephone fund
raisers. Flexible scheduling,
weekly paychecks, holiday
bonus potential for extra
cash$$, no “cold calling”
required, help raise money for
colleges/universities to lower
tuition for current students,
apply before November 28. Stop
by Westaff at 700 W. Lincoln or
call 345-1303.
__________________________00
Two and three bedroom apt. with
W/D. $200 each. Near Dominos
549-1521
________________________1/28
For Rent, Girls Only: 2 and 3
bedroom apt. across from
Buzzard. Call 345-2652.
________________________1/30
Available now! Studio located
close to campus. $320/ month,
utilities included. Call 348-0006
__________________________2/3
Best value. Furnished 2 bed-
room house. Water garage pool
table. 10 months. 1400 18thst.
$250 each for 2. 348-0288
________________________1/30
1 bdrm duplex, full bath, living.
Water and trash included for
rent. IMMEDIATE AVAILABILITY.
348-7733
________________________1/30
Fall 2004: 1515 1tth, 3 bedroom,
washer/dryer, 10 month lease,
$250 each. 1517 11th, 2 bed-
room, washer/dryer, 10 month
lease, $285 each. 1521 11th, 3
bedroom, washer/dryer, 10
month lease, $250 each. Call
549-7242
________________________1/30
3 bedroom home, Attached
garage, w/d, very nice, prefer
non-students, $625, 345-4274,
leave message.
________________________1/30
4BR HOUSE, 1 1/2 baths, w/d,
walk to Buzzard. 345-4489,
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Realtor.
________________________1/30
2BR apt, 1/2 block to Rec Ctr.
cable incl, central a/c, some bal-
conies. $230/person. 345-4489,
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Realtor.
________________________1/30
SPACIOUS 3BR house near
Stadium, a/c, w/d, 3 QUIET ten-
ants. New carpet, vinyl, cabi-
nets. $750/12 months. 345-4489
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Realtor.
________________________1/30
2 bdrm duplex, dining, ws/dry.
Water and trash included for
rent. IMMEDIATE AVAILABILITY.
348-7733
________________________1/30
2BR moneysaver @ $190/per-
son. Cable&water incl. Don’t
miss it. 345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
________________________1/30
3BR house for 3-4, w/d, 1 block
to EIU, near Stix & Krackers..
Ugly, but mechanically sound.
$630/12mo. 345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
________________________1/30
2BR apts near Buzzard. $460/12
months, water incl. Low utilities,
A/C, coin laundry, ample park-
ing. 345-4489 Wood Rentals,
Jim Wood, Realtor
________________________1/30
3BR HOUSE, fresh carpet, 1
block to Stadium, w/d, central
a/c. $700/12 months for 3 ten-
ants. 345-4489, Wood Rentals,
Jim Wood, Realtor.
________________________1/30
NEAT 2BR house near Stadium,
a/c, w/d, 2 QUIET tenants.
$500/12 months. 345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
________________________1/30
NEAT 3BR house for 3 QUIET
residents. Fresh carpet, vinyl,
cabinets. Washer/dryer, a/c.
$660 month. 345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
________________________1/30
SHARP 4BR house, near Buzzard.
2 baths, a/c, washer/dryer,
$1000/12 mos. Starting May-June
2004. 345-4489, Wood Rentals,
Jim Wood, Realtor.
________________________1/30
Close to campus, 4 Br., 2 bath,
Fridge, Stove, WD, 1210
Division, Linda Nugent relator,
345-2151, ask for Pud.
________________________1/30
For 04-05 school year. New 3
bedroom 1 1/2 bath duplex. 2
blocks from campus. Washer,
dyer, ac, deck, yard 348-0394
__________________________2/2
1,2,3,4 bedroom apts. Fall 2004-
2005. 11 month lease. Security
deposit required. No pets. 348-
8305
__________________________2/3
1 person looking for a roomy
apt? Try this 2BR priced for one
@ $350/mo. Cable TV and water
incl. 345-4489, Wood Rentals,
Jim Wood, Realtor.
________________________1/30
Bedroom for Spring, half block
from campus. House privledges,
utilities included, NOT apt. 345-
3253 or 348-3945
__________________________2/3
1bedroom apt available immedi-
ately. Six month lease. Security
deposit required. No pets. 348-
8305.
________________________2/3,
Available Fall 2004, Studio apt.
$275/month, includes heat,
water, and trash. Call 897-6266
or 898-9143. 
__________________________2/3
Available Fall 2004. Small 2 BR
apt. for 1 or 2 people. Only
$300/$350. Good location near
Morton Park, call 897-6266 or
898-9143.
__________________________2/3
Now leasing for Fall 2004. 3 BR.
houses, 4th St. locations Good
Parking. $225 each. Call 897-
6266 or 898-9143.
__________________________2/3
2 Bedroom, 10 or 12 mo lease.
Water/trash included. 348-7698,
leave message.
__________________________2/4
3 Bedroom, 10 or 12 mo lease.
Water/trash included. 348-7698,
leave message.
__________________________2/4
4 Bdrm. 2 Bathroom House
new construction. 3 Blks from
campus. 1800 12th Street 868-
5610.
__________________________2/4
For Lease: 2,3,4,5 bedroom
houses. C/Air, Dishwashers,
washer/dryer. 346-3583.
__________________________2/6
3 Bedroom House Fall 2004. AC,
W/D. 2 blocks from EIU. $750
month for 3. Call 348-8286 or
549-0319
__________________________2/9
3 BEDROOM HOUSE CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. AVAILABLE FALL
2004, 2 FULL BATHS WITH
WASHER-DRYER. A/C. CALL
232-8936
________________________2/10
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The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form
Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: _______________ Student:❏ Yes ❏ No
Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:
30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only): _________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________ Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Check No._______
F O R  R E N T
BOTANY CLUB: Meeting wed. Jan 28 in Life Sci. building rm 2040. Greenhouse
tour. *Plant Raffle*
C A M P U S  C L I P S
ACROSS
1Way out
West?
6Expert,
maybe, on
the I.R.S.
code
9Head cover
14Early venture
for the 
21-Acrosses
16Court site,
with “The”
17Not eager
18Like a saw’s
edge
19“Indubitably”
20Bonehead
21Name associ-
ated with 25-
and 
59-Across
22Review a
review, say
24Deserve
25Famous Dec.
17 venture for
the 
21-Acrosses
30Thin por-
ridges
31Newt-born?
32Sushi option
34Length unit in
Lyon
35One with a
ring: Abbr.
36Craft wood
38Rocker
Nugent
39Flat hat
40Once in a
blue moon
41See 59-
Across
45Historical
divisions
46Bibliographic
abbr.
47Year of the 
21-Acrosses’
first 25-
Across
50“___ Maria”
51Key letter
54“Home ___”
55Christmas
decoration
site
58Skin cosmetic
59With 41-
Across, loca-
tion of the
first success-
ful 25-Across
60“Oh my heav-
ens!”
61Tee’s prede-
cessor
62Like some
tree trunks
DOWN
1Lively, espe-
cially for
one’s age
2Corner
3Afflicts
4African graz-
er
5Series ender:
Abbr.
6Pure as the
driven snow
7Bridge: Lat.
8Pertinent
9Children’s
writer ___ L.
Smith
10
Compassiona
te
11Wide-eyed
12Late-after-
noon traffic,
e.g.
13Podiatry mat-
ters
15Elevator
alternative
21Disney, for
one
22Water carrier
23Remove, to a
typesetter
24Failing marks
25Fix just right
26Best
27Body layer
28Euripides
play
29Induction
motor inven-
tor
30Clock stan-
dard: Abbr.
33Assign, as
responsibility
35PC alterna-
tives
36“Road” film
destination
37Gobi-like
39King
Bhumibol
Adulyadej,
e.g.
40Joffrey of the
Joffrey Ballet
42Checked,
with “in”
43Judges, e.g.
44Small fasten-
ers
47“G’day, ___!”
48Thick-soled
shoe
49“___ Lisa”
50#2, famously
51Stew veggies
52Cuts down
53Black
55Squeeze(out)
56Court site
57Fraternity 
letter
Puzzle by Leonard Williams
ANSWER TO TODAY’S PUZZLE
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16
17 18
19 20 21
22 23 24
25 26 27 28 29
30 31 32 33
34 35 36 37
38 39 40
41 42 43 44
45 46
47 48 49 50 51 52 53
54 55 56 57
58 59
60 61 62
Crossword Edited by Will Shortz No. 1217
STAGECPASCARF
PRINTSHOPHAGUE
RELUCTANTEROSE
YESASSWRIGHT
EDITEARN
POWEREDFLIGHT
GRUELSEFTEEL
METREMRSBALSA
TEDTAMRARELY
NORTHCAROLINA
ERASIBID
MCMIIIAVEPHI
ALONEEVERGREEN
TONERKITTYHAWK
EGADSESSMOSSY
1,2, & 3 Bedrooms
4 LOCATIONS
Close to campus
345-6533
Housing Choices...
Brittany Ridge Townhouses
3-4 Bedrooms, 2 1/2 baths, a/c, w/d, dw
DSL, phone, cable jacks, deck, fresh carpet/vinyl.
2-5 residents from $188-300
2BR APTS FOR 2, Close to Campus
Near Rec Center or Buzzard Bldg. 
All with a/c, some paid cable or paid water
Low utilities, ample parking, coin laundry
$230/person 12 months
2BR APTS for 1 or 2 persons
Cable, water, trash paid, 1 parking space
$350 for 1 person, $190 each for 2
Low electric, coin laundry
1BR APTS for every need and taste
All shapes & sizes, near & far, neat & ugly
For privacy, quiet, convenience, economy
From $200 to $375
HOUSES - 2,3,4 BEDROOMS
Good locations, various sizes
Most with a/c, w/d
Priced for private bedrooms
Lists available, Showing by appointment
1512 A Street. P.O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
217 345-4489 - Fax 345-4472
Lincolnwood Pinetree
Apartments
Across from Carmen Hall
345-6000
• Lots of space   • Swimming pool
• Volleyball court
Studio 1,2 & 3 Bedroom Apartments
Limited Time 3 Bedroom Rent Special
THREE/TWO BEDROOM HOUS-
ES. $220/PERSON THREE/TWO
BEDROOM, TWO BATH APART-
MENTS. 1026 EDGAR. 348-5032
________________________2/15
3 bedroom apt. $235 each per
month, 2 blocks from campus.
345-3554
________________________2/16
AVAIL NOW 1 2 3 4 BEDROOM
LINCOLN OR 9TH STREET.
CALL 348-0157. LANMAN-
PROPERTIES.COM
________________________2/26
BRITTANY RIDGE townhouses,
available now or 2004-2005 for 2-
5 tenants. DSL wiring. 345-4489,
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
________________________2/27
Close to campus. Nice 3
bdrm/5bdrm houses CA,
w/heatpump, W&D. 348-0614
________________________2/27
2 bedroom town house/ apart-
ment furnished, trash pick up
included, 2 blks from campus.
Call 348-0350.
__________________________00
www.eiprops.com
Fall 2004
2,3,4 and 6 bedroom apartments
All apartments include AC, free
laundray, trash, off street park-
ing, lawn care and free DSL.
2 bdr apts
1056 2nd #2
1056 2nd #5
3 bdr apts
204 Grant #5 (free heat, water)
530 Grant #1
4 bdr apt
204 Grant #1 & #3 (free heat,
water)
6 bdr apt
1056 2nd #1 & #3
-Locally owned and maintained
-All close to campus, great
neighborhoods
-Contact us at 549-0212 or 345-
6210 or visit us at
www.eiprops.com for prices,
photos and features.
__________________________00
STUDENT HOUSE FOR RENT.
1814 12th STREET. Looking for 3
students to rent 3 bdrm home for
Fall/Spring 04-05. Walk to school,
CA, W/D. $825 month ($275 each).
Call 847-395-7640 for info.
__________________________00
www.jwilliamsrentals.com 
CHECK US OUT FOR YOUR
APARTMENT FOR 2004-2005.
Leasing now 1,2,&3 bedroom
units. Good locations, nice
apartments, off street parking,
trash paid. No pets. 345-7286
__________________________00
1 Bdrm, large & nice apt avail-
able now. $295 per month, trash
included. 345-6967
__________________________00
3 bedroom furnished apartment,
utilities included. Close to cam-
pus. Call 345-6885
__________________________00
www.eiprops.com
Fall 2004
2,3 and 4 bdr houses
All houses include AC, free laun-
dry, off street parking, lawn care
2 bdr
1708 11th 
1613 12th
3 bdr
217 Polk
1048 9th 
827 4th (free DSL)
4 bdr
1027 2nd
1021 2nd (fireplace, sunroom)
-Locally owned and maintained
-All close to campus, great
neighborhoods
-Contact us at 549-0212 or 345-
6210 or visit us at
www.eiprops.com for prices,
photos and features.
__________________________00
Studio apt. 1/2 block to Campus
$265 and a large 1 bdrm. apt. 1/2
block to campus $325. 345-6967
__________________________00
Large, nice 2 bdrm apt, $500,
water and trash included no
dogs or cats. 345-6967
__________________________00
Large 7 bdrm. house 3 bath, 1/2
block to campus, central air,
washer/drier $265 each 345-6967
__________________________00
Homes 4 & 3 BR available
August. Good locations,
WD,DW,CA, TRASH paid. Call
345-3253.
__________________________00
4 bedroom house 219 Jackson
Ave. Spacious basement includ-
ed. $200 each, available June
1st. 549-1957 or 348-5427
__________________________00
$299 Free heat, water, trash. Call
Dave 345-2171. 9am-11am
__________________________00
ATTENTION GIRLS! IF YOU
WOULD LIKE A NICE, ROOMY,
FURNISHED 3 BR APARTMENT
WITH LARGE CLOSETS, LOW
RENT, LOW UTILITY BILLS AND
A LANDLORD THAT CARES
FOR THE 2004-2005 SCHOOL
YEAR, CALL 345-3664. SEEING
IS BELIEVING! 10 MONTH
LEASE, NO PETS.
__________________________00
2 bedroom apt available Jan 1st!
Furnished and trash paid. Close
to campus. 345-5088
__________________________00
2 BR APTS. AVAIL 04-05- Check
locations at www.charlestoni-
lapts.com. Roommate rents from
$230 to $255 mo. Call 348-7746
for appointments.
__________________________00
VERY NICE 6 BEDROOM HOUSE.
2 BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS.
WASHER, DYER, DISHWASHER,
CENTRAL AIR. TOTALLY REMOD-
ELED! CALL 345-6967
__________________________00
Hey Gals! 2 bedroom furnished
apartment, next to park at 1111
2nd St. Water, trash, and laundry
included for $265 each/month. 10
or 12 month lease available. Call
now at 549-1957 or 348-5427.
__________________________00
1,2,and 3 bedrooms close to
campus. 4 locations to choose
from. Call 345-6533
__________________________00
Exceptionally economical! 1
bedroom apt. with loft.
Furnished for a single or couple.
$375 month. For one or $430
month for two. 1 block north of
O’Brian Fild. For school year
2004-2005. Call Jan 345-8350
__________________________00
Need a semester lease from
JAN-MAY? We have a unique 2
bdrm for rent. 1block from
Buzzard. 345-5088
__________________________00
“Listed as top landlord for 2003
in Eastern News!”1 Bedroom
apts. for August 04-05. PP&W
PROPERTIES. 2 EXCELLENT
LOCATIONS 1 BLOCK, & 1 1/2
BLOCKS NORTH OF OLD MAIN
ON 6TH ST. 1 or 2 person leases.
Central heat & A/C, laundry facili-
ty. Trash service and off street
parking included. Perfect for seri-
ous student or couples. 348-8249
__________________________00
For 2004/2005 Nice 5 bedroom
house. Excellent locations, cable
internet hook-ups in every bed-
room. 250/person/month. 12
month lease. Call 345-0652.
Also, nice one bedroom apt.
excellent location. 350/month.
__________________________00
BUCANNAN ST. APTS: 1,2,&3
BDRM APTS AVAILABLE FOR FALL
04-05. PLENTY OF OFF STREET
PARKING, WATER AND TRASH
INCLUDED. CALL 345-1266
__________________________00
04-05 fall- 2,3,4 bedroom 2 bath
apts. new, clean, and close to
EIU 345-6100.
__________________________00
BUZZARD STUDENTS.
Lincolnwood Pinetree has large
2 BR apts. available @ 2020
10th. Call 345.6000 to see!
__________________________00
ROYAL HEIGHTS APTS: 1509 S.
2nd St. 3 BR furnished apts, low
utilities. New carpet and new
furniture. Leasing for Spring
2004 and Fall 2003 semesters.
Call 346-3583
__________________________00
Single Apt. on square. $299 inc.
heat, water, trash. Dave 345-
2171 9am-11am.
__________________________00
2 bdrm available June. 2 blocks
from EIU. W/D included. 2007
11th St. $285 each. 345-6100
__________________________00
5 bdrm house. Available August.
Nice, clean, and close to EIU. W/D
included. 2019 11th St. 345-6100
__________________________00
SEITSINGER APARTMENTS-
1611 9TH ST. 1 BLOCK EAST OF
OLD MAIN. 1 APARTMENT AVAIL-
ABLE SPRING SEMESTER. COM-
PLETELY FURNISHED, HEAT, AND
GARBAGE FURNISHED, OFF
STREET PARKING. CALL 345-7136.
__________________________00
Newly remodeled two bedroom
apartments complexly furnished,
parking, laundry, FREE Dsl Fast
internet 913 and 917 4th St.
345-7437 or 345-8353. 
__________________________00
2 Bd. Furnished Apt. 2 1/2
Blocks from Old Main. Trash and
Water included in rent. Low utili-
ties. 345-5048 
__________________________00
3 bedroom house, central air,
complexly furnished. Available
June 1. 1705 4th St. $750. 345-
8353 or 345-7437 
__________________________00
Now Leasing for Fall 2004:
Studios, 2 and 3 bedroom apart-
ments, 3 bedroom houses and a
large home for 7 people located
within 3 blocks or less from
campus. 345-0006
__________________________00
Roommates wanted. $262/
month & split utilities. Call Terra
348-6288
________________________1/29
Male or Female Roommate
wanted. $200 a month for rent.
PLus split of utilities. Call 217-
820-6696
__________________________2/3
Roommates wanted, $295/month.
Call Lindsey 348.1479
__________________________00
Roommates for 3 BR furnished
apartments. $290 per person.
1509 S. 2nd. Call 346-3583
__________________________00
Sublessor wanted for 1 bedroom
apartment on First St. behind
Morton Park. $275/month. Mid
Feb.-July. 232-0138
________________________1/29
Sublessor needed ASAP for Feb
- Jult ‘04. February and July rent
already paid. $266.66/mo. plus
utilities. Across from Dominos.
Call Becky 348-1233
__________________________2/8
1 bdrm apt. available for summer.
Subleesor needed. Parkplace
apts. 348-6014 ask for Chad.
________________________2/13
Is your computer not on the EIU
Network? Brand-new fast ether-
net network card. INstalled $25
Call Mike at 581-2671
________________________1/30
EARN A FORTUNE with us this
summer! Conference assistant
applications will be available
Jan 12 until Feb 12 @ all resi-
dence hall front desks and the
office of university housing &
dining services. For more infor-
mation call Conference services
at 581- 7482
________________________1/28
Beginning guitar lessons, guitar
provided, call Charleston
Recreation Department. 345-
6897
________________________1/29
2004 Cubs Spring Break!!! Mesa,
Arizona. March 15-20. Contact
Matt at 345-2327.
________________________1/30
ACT NOW! Book 11 people, get
12th trip free. Group discounts
for 6+ www.springbreakdis-
counts.com or 800-838-8202
________________________2/12
MOVIE EXTRAS, MODELS NEED-
ED. Local Casting call. No
Experience, age required, all
types looks accepted.
Minor/major roles. Up to $320 a
day.  Call 1-800-818-7520
__________________________3/2
SPRING BREAK beach and Ski
Trips on Sale Now! Call 1-800-
SUNCHASE today! Or visit
www.Sunchase.com
__________________________3/5
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco,
Bahamas, & Florida! Best
Prices! Space is limited!
Book now & Save! 1-800-
234-7007 www.endlesssum-
mertours.com
________________________3/12
ATTENTION ALL GRADUAT-
ING SENIORS! If you are inter-
ested in a yearbook of your
senior year, and are not sure
how to pick it up, come to the
Student Publications office,
room 1802 Buzzard Hall, and
for only $4 we will mail you a
copy in the Fall when they are
published.  Call 581-2812 for
more information.
__________________________00
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New York, NY Bristol, FL
Atlanta, GA Philadelphia, PA
Bessemer, AL Vanceburg, KY
Jackson, MS Queretaro, Mexico
Maryville, TN Lancaster, KY
Detroit, MI Gadsen, AL
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By Michael Gilbert
A S S O C I A T E  S P O R T S  E D I T O R
Not every senior on the Eastern football ros-
ter turned in their pads and helmets after the
Panthers’ season-ending 17-14 home loss to
Samford on Nov. 22, 2003.
After a successful four-year career,
Eastern’s senior tailback Andre Raymond was
among 110 seniors from all around the country
who participated in the Findlay Toyota Las
Vegas All-American Classic on Jan. 17, at Sam
Boyd Stadium. 
The LVAAC is one of five postseason all-star
games that feature the top seniors in the coun-
try. The “Classic” divides the players geo-
graphically to form an East and West squad.
When rosters came out shortly after the col-
legiate season began in August, Raymond was
listed on the West roster as the team’s kick
returner and punt returner. However, the
Hialeah, Fla., native made his biggest impact
not on special teams but in the backfield as he
rushed a team-high eight times for 28 yards in
the West’s 14-7 victory over the East.
Although Raymond suffered through an
injury-plagued senior season, the speedy back
still  gained nearly 600 yards this past season.
For his career, Raymond tallied 1,742 yards on
the ground while playing a majority of his
career behind two-time All-Ohio Valley
Conference member J.R. Taylor.
One of Raymond’s biggest supporters,
offensive coordinator and running back coach
Jon Carr, was quite pleased to see his star run-
ner get a chance to show his skills in an all-star
game.
“He had disappointments this year due to
injury, but Andre’s been a big part of Eastern’s
offense,” Carr said. “I’m glad he was selected
to play in the game.”
Raymond’s head coach for the past four
years Bob Spoo said the selection was a terrif-
ic honor for both Eastern and Raymond.
“It’s great for our program and it’s great for
the individual,” Spoo said. “It’s great for a play-
er to be in an all-star game and the school gets
some unintentional notoriety because you
never know who out there sees the game and
hears of Eastern. In the last two seasons we’ve
been lucky to have the Walter Payton Award
Winner (Tony Romo) and a player participate
in a postseason game.”
Carr mentioned the selection of Raymond as
important for a small school like Eastern to
receive national attention. A majority of the
participants in the LVAAC come from Division
1-A powers including Oregon, Ohio State,
UCLA and Virginia Tech.
“Anytime a guy from a 1-AA program can go
to an all-star game it will benefit the program
because these schools normally don’t get much
exposure.”
Both Spoo and Carr believe Raymond has a
chance to join Romo as another Panther in the
National Football League when draft day and
free agent signings roll around in April.
“It really depends on which teams are inter-
ested in him,” Spoo said. “Andre is a multi-
back who can lineup in the backfield as well as
at the receiver position. If a team needs a guy
like that, they’ll consider Andre.”
Spoo mentioned Raymond’s participation in
the all-star game may have opened the eyes of
NFL scouts.
“Many scouts already took notice of him at
the game and I think the chances are good that
he’ll get a look.”
Due to Raymond’s versatility, Carr believes
the tailback may get a shot as a specialist in the
NFL.
“He can play some special teams so if he
makes a team he’ll be given an opportunity on
special teams.”
Regardless of what the future holds for
Raymond, Spoo said his tailback was a four-
year star for the blue and white.
“He’s been the player we hoped for when we
recruited him,” Spoo said. “He didn’t have the
benefit of a red-shirt season but he went on to
be a co-captain and he’s risen past our expec-
tations of him.” 
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GetReady!
Saturday...Super BowlPre-Party!
W e d n e s d a y @
Italian Beef w/ Fries $349
(try Marty s new low fat/carb buns)
Ladies Night
Contact Lindsey @ 348-1479
Park Place
ROOMMATES WANTED
Apartments
1, 2, 3 Bedroom Apartments For Fall 2004
Spring 2004 Housing Still Available!!!
STU’S / E.L. Krackers
Located on 4th St.
Come in or call 348-8343
TIME
IS TICKING
AWAY FOR
YOU TO 
ADVERTISE IN
THE DEN!
581-2816
Want money
to fly your
way?
Advertise in the DEN
Call 581-2816
Not only Mackinson, but senior for-
ward David Roos will be leaving.  That
leaves forwards Andy Gobczynski and
Patterson as the two players standing
above 6’6”.
If the situation isn’t rectified then it
would be hard to imagine the Panthers
having much effectiveness at all next
year. If they have to depend on a
group of perimeter players who don’t
seem to be getting the job done this
season, the future is bleak for next
year.
So, it seems extra importance will
be placed on the recruiting group that
Samuels will be bringing in for the
2004-2005 season.
Because unlike past years when
Samuels had replacements and depth
at each position, the Panthers will no
longer have the luxury of experienced
players in certain spots on the team.
Lowe was one of two freshman
recruits expected to see playing
time in his initial collegiate season. 
“He has good hands and has
shown a knack for playing well with
his back to the basket,” Samuels said
before the season began. “We
believe he could be a factor for us
early in the season.” 
Lowe appeared briefly in five
games this season as a ‘true’ fresh-
man. 
Harrison played at Chicago’s
Steinmetz High School where he
was plagued by an ankle injury most
of his senior year. He did letter three
times in both basketball and foot-
ball.
After high school Harrison went
on to Triton College where he
earned All-North Central
Community College honors.
Harrison averaged 14 points and
eight rebounds per game and nearly
two shots blocked per contest. 
Along with Lowe and Aaron
Patterson, Harrison was expected to
give the Panthers a much desired
post presence. However, Harrison
had foot surgery in October and his
progress was slowed to a halt. 
“It was very frustrating to me
because a lot of guys were expect-
ing me to come in and play a lot of
minutes,” Harrison told The Daily
Eastern News on Dec. 2, 2003.  
Harrison suffered a Jones frac-
ture, a fracture of the fifth
metatarsal of the foot at the base of
the small toe, in a playground game
over the summer.  
Harrison got it looked at by his
hometown doctor and was declared
completely healthy before he came
to Eastern.
Harrison began to workout with
the team and realized he was still
bothered by his foot. 
He finally told the Panther train-
ing staff about the recurring prob-
lems. The training staff decided to
take another X-ray that revealed
Harrison’s foot never completely
healed.
Harrison had a screw placed in
his foot and was put on crutches. He
was assured his injury would not be
a lifelong ailment.  
In an article in The News on Oct.
21, 2003, Harrison said he expected
to be back practicing with the team
by Nov. 17. He was optimistic he
would be ready for the season open-
er.  
However, on Dec. 2, 2003, The
News reported Harrison was still on
crutches and because of his injury
was redshirted. At that time
Harrison expected to be back prac-
ticing with the team by mid January.  
That obviously didn’t happen and
the 6-foot-9 power forward will be
taking his talents elsewhere. 
“You can speculate all day on why
Aaron left the team,” Samuels said.
Bails:
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1 2
Seidlitz:
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1 2
Playing one more game
Senior tailback Raymond plays in all-star game
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S
Senior tailback Andre Raymond rushed a team-
high eight times for 28 yards in the Toyota Las
Vegas All-American Classic on Jan. 17.
“We really didn’t have a
choice because we understood
that our vote wasn’t going to
matter because the Tennessee
schools in the OVC were all for
it,” Richards said. “Instead of
ruffling feathers, it looks like a
team player if we vote yes on
this.”
The issue involving the addi-
tion of a new member to the
OVC is something that was
received positively.
“The best case scenario
would be to get 12 teams and
then split the teams into two six
team divisions,” Faculty Senate
and Athletic Board member
Bud Fischer said. “That way we
could go to Alabama once
every two years or so.”
The moving of Eastern’s pro-
grams to a more regionally
based conference was consid-
ered impossible by the task
force and therefore, was not
recommended. The logical con-
ference to join for basketball
would be the Missouri Valley
Conference whose schools
include Illinois State, Indiana
State and Southwest Missouri
State. Football would be moved
to the Gateway including all the
MVC schools along with rival
Western Illinois.
“Our travel costs would be
drastically decreased by join-
ing the Missouri Valley,”
Richards said. “However, this
conference will not take us for
many reasons.”
Richards stated those rea-
sons included our facilities not
being of the quality the MVC is
looking for. 
“We don’t currently have a
large basketball arena, a fly-in
commercial airport and a local
television station so they won’t
consider us,” Richards said.
The final element of the task
force’s deliberation was the
option of eliminating sports
which Richards confirmed was
talked about at great length.
The sports that were looked
at to be cut were men’s soccer,
men’s swimming and
wrestling.
Due to Title IX require-
ments, the cutting of a women’s
sport would put us as a non-
compliant institution.
Richards stated cutting a
men’s sport like soccer but
leaving the female equivalent
would be counterproductive. 
“If we cut the men’s sport
and left the women’s sport
alone, that’s just not fair,”
Richards said.
Funding:
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1 2
Eastern’s freshman sensation Megan
Casad is starting to heat up with season-
best point totals in each of the last three
games.
Casad is leading the Ohio Valley
Conference in assists, 4.41 per game, and
has the fourth best assist-to-turnover ratio.
But when she was recruited by head coach
Linda Wunder last year neither of them
expected her to start every game of the
season, as she has so far. 
Casad was a shooting guard at South
High School in Bloomington, Ind. where
she earned all state honors from Hoosier
Basketball and was a McDonald’s All-
American Nominee. She was also a
three time all conference player,
earned seven varsity letters,
scored 1,000 plus points
and led her team to the
Indiana state Class 4-A
final eight.
Wunder saw her talent
as a scorer but was also
impressed with her ball-
handling skills. 
“We have scorers so I
don’t need to,” Casad said.
“Now it’s my job to get the
ball to them.”
Wunder thought she would have time to
work with Casad and develop her skills, but
injuries forced her into a starting role for
the Panthers. Coming in and playing
against bigger, faster, stronger, and more
experienced players made Casad learn to
compensate, Wunder said.
“The pressure in college is so much dif-
ferent,” Casad said. “It wasn’t as hard to
adjust because the upperclassmen were so
great.”
Outside of the upperclass reassurance,
Casad gets support from fellow freshmen
Meggie Eck, Megan Scaggs, and Melanie
Ploger, who she shares point guard duties
with. 
“All of the freshmen are pretty close,”
Eck said. “We spend so much time together
at basketball it would be hard to not be so
close.”
Casad has also had to develop a close
relationship with Wunder. When playing
point guard, what Wunder calls the most
difficult position to play in college basket-
ball, it’s important that the coach and point
guard be on the same page, Wunder said.
“She’s your typical college freshman,”
Wunder said. “She comes to practice
everyday and works hard.” 
While your typical
freshman may go to
Taco Bell with her
freshman pals like
Casad does, your typi-
cal freshman doesn’t
come out against
Tennessee State and hit
three straight from behind
the arc to start the game.
Casad’s Eastern career
started off with a bang when
she had 11 assists and only
one turnover in the Panther’s season open-
ing win against Indiana-Northwest. From
there she’s had her ups and downs, giving
up the ball eight times against Indiana
State, but has had more assists than
turnovers in Eastern’s last seven games.
She has also topped her season scoring
high in the last three games, scoring 11, 13
and 17, respectively.
“She gets along with everyone on the
team well and I think she talks more off the
court than on,” Wunder said. “We’re trying
to work on getting her to be more vocal on
the floor.”
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Great Low Prices!!!
100 Dozen
Krispy Kreme Doughnuts
EVERY THURSDAY at 7am
Call 581-3616
to place your order
Doughnuts Are On Sale in the 
UNIVERSITY UNION PANTHER PANTRY
DON’T MISS OUT!!
$5.00 Per Dozen
$2.50 Half Dozen
45¢ Single Donut
ΣΠ
Come join the men of Sigma Pi 
and the Ladies of EIU for
2004 SPRING RUSH
Wednesday
All you can eat McDonalds 6-8pm
2003 Homecoming Champs & Back to Back IM Champs
Royal Heights Apartments
- 3 Bedroom Apartments for Fall 2004
- 1, 2, 3, person rates for Spring 2004 
- New Carpet!!
- New Furniture!!
- Free Parking
Call 346-3583 For Info
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LORD OF THE RINGS:  THE RETURN
OF THE KING (PG-13) Daily 7:00 
SOMETHING’S GOTTA GIVE (PG-13)
Daily 6:45
ALONG CAME POLLY (PG-13) DAILY 5:30,
7:50, 10:05 
BIG FISH (PG-13) DAILY 3:45, 6:40, 9:40 
THE BUTTERFLY EFFECT (R) DAILY 4:15, 7:00,
10:00 
CHEAPER BY THE DOZEN (PG) DAILY 4:30,
7:15, 9:30 
COLD MOUNTAIN (R) DAILY 4:40, 8:00 
LOVE ACTUALLY (R) DAILY 6:50, 9:45 
TEACHER’S PET (PG) DAILY 5:00 
TORQUE (PG-13) DAILY 5:15, 7:40, 10:10
WIN A DATE W/ TAD HAMILTON! (PG-13)
DAILY 4:50, 7:30, 9:50
THE PASSION OF CHRIST (R)--FEB 25 - MAR 11
DAILY 3:45, 6:45, 9:40 SAT SUN MAT 12:45
A D V A N C E  T I C K E T S  O N  S A L E  N O W !
Wedne
sday
Country  Night is Back!
AllCountry... Night!All
Coor
’s Ligh
t Coor’s Light$250Keep the Mug $150 Refills
$200 Jack Daniels Mixers $175 Buttery Nipples
$150 Burgers w/ Fries
Dress to impress!
A pleasant
S U R P R I S EBy Dan Renick S T A F F  W R I T E R
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S  
Freshman guard Megan Casad lines up her shot in a game against Tennessee State University
Saturday afternoon in Lantz Arena. Casad scored three consecutive three pointers to start the
game helping Eastern to a 79-49 win.
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Why two members of the
men’s basketball team are no
longer on the Eastern campus
seems to be a mystery to
everyone including the person
who used to be their coach.
“You could speculate all day
on why Aaron (Harrison) left
the team,” Eastern coach Rick
Samuels said. 
Well, I guess I could do that,
but I also think that it would
be a lot nicer to have a con-
crete answer on why the man
who many people considered
to be the best post player for
Eastern’s future is not a mem-
ber of the team anymore. 
If we can go back in time a
little bit, back to October, it
seemed as though Harrison
was going to be Samuel’s
answer to the problems he has
as far as his front court is con-
cerned.
“Aaron will be the huge post
presence that we’ve lacked,”
Samuels said then.
So between that time all has
changed for Harrison and the
Panthers. Harrison suffered
through a broken foot and two
surgeries, an apparent dis-
agreement between the coach
and Harrison’s weight result-
ing in the termination of a
very short career at Eastern.
But all the coach can give
those interested in the young
man is that he and everyone
else can just speculate for the
time being on why the post
presence of the future is no
longer around town.
The impact of Harrison’s
loss might just be felt the most
by the time next year rolls
around.
Questions about the future
that seemed so bright for the
Panthers now have to be pon-
dered.  
Questions such as who can
replace Harrison and give jun-
ior forward Aaron Patterson a
little assistance in the
rebounding and scoring
department?
Center Jesse Mackinson has
been more of a jump shooter
than a post player like
Patterson, and Mackinson is
also a senior, meaning one
more big body the Panthers
had will no longer be available
next season.
Another useful question
would be, what is the condition
of the basketball program as
far as scholarships are con-
cerned?  That is an especially
a good question because, by
the way, freshman forward
Kevin Lowe has also decided
to bolt the Eastern basketball
program.
Lowe, who didn’t get much
playing time as a true fresh-
man, could have been at least
a rebounder for the Panthers
like Harrison as he stood at 6-
10 and could certainly grow on
his 210-pound frame.
Now that the Panthers will
have to find replacements for
these two players, Eastern will
have to find a way to use
scholarships to land a couple
of post players because the
front line is looking awfully
thin for next year.
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T H R O W
D O W N
Aaron Seidlitz
S P O R T S  R E P O R T E R
Getting
small where
it counts
Panther sports calendar
WEDNESDAY Wrestling at E. Michigan  7 p.m.
T H U R S D A Y W Basketball at Samford  5 p.m.    
M Basketball at Samford  7 p.m.
F R I D A Y Swimming at IUPUI 5 p.m.
By Dan Renick 
S T A F F  W R I T E R
The Panther wrestlers are hoping to break
their losing streak by snapping Eastern
Michigan University’s five match win streak.
Eastern (4-7) will travel to Ypsilanti, Mich.,
looking for their first, win in their last four
attempts in the Panthers 7 p.m. dual meet with
the Eagles (6-5). Junior 197-pounder Jim
Kassner will wrestle for the first time since the
Duquesne Duals at the beginning of the month.
Senior Matt Veach and junior Adam Sesso are
both definitely out for the meet and Sesso’s sea-
son could be over. Red-shirt freshman Kenny
Robertson is questionable for action. 
The Panthers will have to forfeit at 184-
pounds, Eastern head coach Ralph McCausland
said, and will likely send freshman Andy
Maniguarra at 174 to fill in for Robertson. The
Panthers will have to shuffle the line-up around
to fill Veach’s 165-pound class.
“When you’re giving up a forfeit, it hurts,”
McCausland said. “Especially against a team
wrestling as well as they are.”  
Like the Panthers, Eastern Michigan will
have to start freshmen to help round out their
line-up. Freshman Tim Breyer has wrestled
heavyweight for the Eagles in their last nine
meets and will have to go up against Eastern’s
Pete Ziminski (28-10).
Senior Pat Dowty (15-7) will have a tough
match against the Eagles’ red-shirt freshman
Jermaine Thompson (15-8), who has upset sev-
eral top-ranked opponents. Eastern Michigan
also has a strong line-up starting with 157
pounds up to 184 pounds, weights that have
been weakened in the Panthers’ lineup because
of injury. 
“This is coming up to the end of the dual
meets and it’s important for us to focus and try
to finish strong,” McCausland said.
Eastern has three dual meets left before the
NCAA regional which includes home meets
against instate rivals Northern and Southern at
Edwardsville.
Panthers hoping to snap pair of streaks
 Eastern can end its losing streak
by breaking Eastern Michigan’s
five-match winning streak
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S
Eastern 
freshman Jason
Sherko wrestles
with Purdue
junior Bryan
Kapp Jan. 18 at
Lantz Arena
during the 197
pound match.
M E N ’ S  B A S K E T B A L L
Post
players
bail out
 Freshman center, jun-
ior forward leave Eastern
By John Hohenadel
S P O R T S  R E P O R T E R
Freshman Kevin Lowe and jun-
ior Aaron Harrison, a pair of
Eastern basketball players, have
left the team never to return.
Eastern head coach Rick
Samuels confirmed the action
Tuesday during a phone inter-
view. 
Lowe has left school for person-
al reasons and Harrison has
departed with intentions to trans-
fer to another institution. 
Lowe, a 6-foot-10 center, played
at Andrew High School in Tinley
Park earning honorable mention
All-State honors. He was his con-
ference’s player of the year as a
senior and honorable mention as a
junior. Lowe also played volley-
ball at Andrew. 
S E E  B A I L S  Page 10
By Matthew Stevens
S P O R T S  E D I T O R  
In its presentation to the Faculty Senate, the
Eastern Athletic Task Force presented the view the
athletic department is highly uncompetitive com-
pared to its peers.
However, this does not mean the recommendation
to eliminate sports.
These peer institutions include in-state schools
along with schools in the Ohio Valley Conference of
which Eastern is a member.
The first of these factors is the proportion of appro-
priated dollars dedicated to Eastern athletics is lower
than all OVC schools (except Samford which is a pri-
vate institution) and comparable to in-state schools.
“We continue to under-fund student athlete scholar-
ships according to NCAA maximum,” NCAA Eastern
Faculty Representative Gail Richards said, who
chaired the task force. 
The task force made it very clear that its recom-
mendation included maintaining the status quo when
it came to appropriated dollars.
The second issue is the obvious travel costs that
have come about because of the OVC’s 2003 expansion
by two schools which included Alabama institutions
Samford and Jacksonville State.
“The Athletic Department has lost money from the
state and is still expected to go to Alabama twice a
year for every sport,” Richard said.
When the expansion came to vote, Eastern
approved the expansion for many reasons including
to not cause descent and President Lou Hencken
knew what the other votes would be.
S E E  F U N D I N G  Page 10
Funding competition
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  I L L U S T R A T I O N  B Y  R O B  B R E N N A N
Eastern debates athletic spending
The Athletic
task force is
debating on
how to
spend its
appropriated
dollar here in
the athletic
program.
By Tim Martin
Staff writer
Promising to handle the replacement process
with extra care, Blair Lord selected the nine-person
search committee together to find a candidate for
the Director of Minority Affairs, one of the universi-
ty’s critical positions. 
The position oversees one of the campus’ sore
spots: minority enrollment.
The committee, consisting of students, faculty and
administrators, will begin to screen applicants Feb.
15 in hopes of finalizing a candidate by July 1, the
first day of Fiscal Year 2005. The position became
vacant last fall after the death of Ms. Johnetta Jones,
the former director. 
Mona Davenport was named interim director
over the holiday break, but the search committee’s
chair, Godsan Obia, the associate dean of the col-
lege of sciences, said no preference will be given
to a local candidate for the nationwide search.
“We not only need to find someone with better
qualifications,” Obia says, “but we need someone
to have the heart who also has the list of qualifica-
tions for the job.”
Calling the position a liaison of minority students
Meet Mona
Get to know Interim
Director of Minority Affairs
Mona Davenport
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By Heather Long
Staff writer
Almost 90 people braved the
frigid temperatures on Jan. 19 to
remember Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr. 
The annual event of a candlelit
vigil and march that started at
Thomas Hall and ended at the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union was capped off with a pro-
gram to honor the late King.
The march and program were
sponsored by Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity, which King joined dur-
ing his college years in Boston.  
Close to 200 people attended
the program after the vigil and
march. Willie Bess welcomed all
of the attendants and hosted the
rest of the program. Alpha Phi
Alpha performed their Fraternity
hymn and Rene Poston sang the
“Black National Anthem.”
Associate Journalism Professor
Annette Samuels and John Coffey
spoke to the crowd.
Samuels spoke about the histo-
ry of the NAACP and National
Urban League. He also discussed
the Brown v. Board of Education
U.S. Supreme Court decision
which desegregated schools in
the 1950s and recently celebrated
its 50th anniversary.
Samuels said desegregating
schools took a long time to
achieve in the 1950s and 1960s
because they had to desegregate
not only students but teachers as
well. Samuels went on to talk
about problems in the Old South
during the times of desegregation.
Coffey spoke about King as a
Civil Rights activist and gave an
overview of King’s life. Coffey
also talked about King’s time in
the Birmingham jail and how he
eventually won a Nobel Peace
Prize in 1964.
The Unity Gospel Choir sang a
few songs between the speakers.
Coffey was pleased with the
outcome and said the night was
purposeful in helping the fight
against a different segregation.
“He appreciated being in an
environment with his own peo-
ple,” Coffey said.
“The lecture served a significant
purpose in addition to being very
informative,” said senior Darrius
Frazier. “My only regret was that
not enough people came out to
partake in this wonderful experi-
ence in celebrating the icon not
only for African Americans but
also for people internationally.”
By Jennifer Peryam
Features reporter
The topic of stereotyping lan-
guage is nothing new to Dr.
Duangrudi Suksang, English
department professor.  Suksang,
from Thailand, teaches English
2901, Structure of Grammar, at
Eastern and starts her class off
every semester by showing her stu-
dents a movie titled “American
Tongues.”  The movie offers insight
on how cultural differences affect
the ways in which people speak. It
also addresses fixed generalizations
that are commonly noticeable
among those who speak in a
“Southern drawl” or “Ebonics.’
“I show this movie to my class to
allow my students to think about
how we all have different ways of
talking,” said Suksang.  
Stereotyping goes beyond just
looks, how a person speaks also
influences what others think about
them. 
The movie is full of scenarios
from Southerners in overalls speak-
ing in a  Southern drawl to groups
of conversations among African
Americans.
Suksang stresses tolerance and
awareness in the variety of ways
people communicate with each
other because communication is
important.
“Stereotyping is a cultural phe-
nomenon and we must accept one
another despite our differences,”
Suksang said. She said people
should be courteous to one anoth-
er’s differences and remember that
everyone is judged, therefor it is
important to keep an open mind.
Suksang has kept an article from
the 1997 issue of Diverse newspa-
per formerly known as Minority
Today, written by former staff
writer Tammie Leigh Brown. 
For the article, “Semantics of
slang,” Brown came up with an
Eastern new slang dictionary for
the “urban-slang” and “Ebonically-
challenged.”
Her sources for the dictionary
came from students who were
enrolled at Eastern in 1997 and
used the phrases.  Slang phrases for
words such as money, shoes, and
things favored and not were used.
Money was referred to as “benjis,”
“jeffersons” and “greens.” Shoes
were talked about as “kicks” and
“feets.”  Things students liked were
said to be “off the hook” or “the hit”
and things not liked were referred
to as “out of order.”
Annette Samuels, an associate
journalism professor at Eastern
said, “Stereotyping in grammar is a
result of not listening to one anoth-
er.”
Samuels was born and raised in
New York City and worked in
Washington D.C., where she was
accustomed to many types of
dialects.
“Language is an influence on
who you are around, a person may
emphasize a word differently than
another, but that doesn’t mean that
person is not more knowledge-
able,” Samuels said. Samuels
agreed with Suksang, saying peo-
ple must listen to one another with-
out judgment.  
Dana Ringuette, English depart-
ment chair, also felt negatively
toward stereotyping  language.
“Stereotyping is a generalization
that is conventional, oversimplified,
and strips a person of their charac-
ter,” Ringuette said. According to
Ringuette,  our language has an
impact on employees in the work-
ing world and we all have an
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DIVERSE PHOTO BY
STEPHEN HAAS
Members of the Unity
Gospel Choir sing a
selection during the
Martin Luther King,
Jr. March Jan. 19 in
the Grand Ballroom.
Remembering Martin Luther King Jr. Hear no evil
stereotypes
March honors an icon
to the rest of the university, Obia, an
Eastern employee since 1994 who
also sat on the Minority Affairs board
with Jones, said the burden is “on my
shoulders to find the right candidate
and conduct a thorough search.”
The position is advertised on
Eastern’s Web site and in the
Chronicle of Higher Education, a
weekly newspaper where many
colleges and universities publish
job openings in a section similar to
the classified ads.
Six men and three women — all of
minority ethnicity – will serve on the
committee that will meet Jan. 30 to
outline exact details of a timeline they
want to interview candidates off and
on campus. Joining Obia is: Carlos
Amaya, a foreign languages assistant
professor; Ceci Brinker, the director
of the office of student life; Keith
Kohanzo, director of Judicial Affairs;
Wislon Ogbomo, African-American
Studies chair; Peter Ping Liu, technol-
ogy professor; Mildred Pearson, an
early childhood assistant professor;
and student representatives Maria
Santoyo and Tron Young.
“Dr. Johnetta Jones did a great
job, but we will find a replace-
ment,” said Obia, who paused then
added, “no doubt.”
Jones death shocked the campus,
which only one week earlier had
lost another strong leader of minor-
ity awareness, the late Dr. Luis Clay-
Mendez, who taught in the foreign
languages department. During
Jones’ tenure, the university’s
minority enrollment nearly dou-
bled, jumping to 13.2 percent last
fall from 7.4 percent when she
began as director in 1991. 
Still, many involved at the uni-
versity including Lord want to drive
that percentage even higher, espe-
cially with faculty. Late last year,
Eastern received a grade of “F” for
its number of black faculty mem-
bers.
President Lou Hencken said at
Jones’ memorial service that she
was as close to as indispensable as
one could get. Lord, provost and
vice president for academic affairs,
merely said: “What a legacy.”
Among Jones’ major accomplish-
ments, as listed in her memorial serv-
ice program held in October, were:
establishing the annual Latino
Heritage Month Celebration, the
African-American Heritage
Celebration and the Minority Student
Leadership Camp.
By Lauren Moore
Features editor
With the beginning of the new
semester comes a fresh start for
many students in hope of setting
attainable New Year’s resolutions
and sticking to them.
For many, resolutions mean
achieving success physically to
feel better about their appear-
ance.
Many fad diets have surfaced
throughout the years. As their
titles suggests they tend to die
down after some time.
The Atkins diet has garnered a
lot of attention recently by many
who wish to set a strict diet and
lose a considerable amount of
weight quickly.
“The Atkins diet is one specific
type of low-carbohydrate diet,”
said nutrition education coordina-
tor Traci Frieling. “Dr. Atkins’ the-
ory is that when you cut carbohy-
drates from your diet the body
burns fat for fuel.”
“A person on the Atkins diet
limits their carbohydrates intake
or eliminates them from their diet
and eats a lot of protein,” said
Kristen Becker, a graduate assis-
tant in the Exercise Science
Student Recreation Center ATP
Lab. “If you want to lose weight
fast, this diet usually works.”
There are some negatives to the
diet. According to Becker, a per-
son’s body could shut down
from not acquiring enough
carbohydrates. Increased body
dehydration during exercise can
also occur.
“A lot of people don’t realize
that carbohydrates are in fruits
and vegetables, so if they are on
a strict Atkins diet, they won’t be
getting the right nutrients for their
body,” said Becker.
Kevin Jones, a senior physical
education major, believes restric-
tion of carbohydrates is unhealthy
for those who exercise on a regu-
lar basis. “When you are eating
no carbohydrates, the best source
of energy to burn while working
out is your muscle, so you are los-
ing muscle and keeping your fat,”
Jones said.
He also said that girls are more
likely to go on the diet.
“Appearance is everything to
girls,” he said. “A lot of guys
don’t worry about it as much.
Girls are always concerned about
their looks, so they are more like-
ly to try the diet.”
Going on the Atkins diet is not
the healthiest way to eat, accord-
ing to Becker, because people are
more likely to have poor health
conditions including heart failure
and kidney problems. A recent
news release from Washington
stated, “Complications such as
heart arrhythmia, cardiac contrac-
tile function impairment, sudden
death, osteo-
porosis, kidney damage,
increased cancer risk, impairment
of physical activity and lipid
abnormalities can all be linked to
long-term restriction of carbohy-
drates in the diet.” This news
release also revealed a story of a
teenage girl, at the age of only 16,
who died of cardiac arrhythmia
while on the Atkins diet.
Although information concern-
ing the harmful effects of the
Atkins diet has been discovered,
some fast food restaurants have
created “Atkins friendly” meals,
disregarding the effects these
foods will have on their cus-
tomers.
While there is research oppos-
ing the Atkins diet; Meghan
Smith, a sophomore communica-
tion disorders and sciences major,
said that some people risk contin-
ue to risk the effects to get the
body type they want. “Some peo-
ple are willing to go to extremes,”
said Smith.
“Some people become
obsessed; it is a big self-esteem
complex. Of course everyone
wants to look good!”
By Lauren Moore
Features editor
Nutritionists emphasize healthy
habits for those struggling with new
years resolutions in hopes of look-
ing like the people they see in mag-
azines or on television.
Kristen Becker, a graduate assis-
tant in the Exercise Science Student
Recreation Center ATP Lab,
believes students shouldn’t worry
so much about their body image as
they should about their well-being.
“People have different body shapes
and you have to follow your own
diet,” said Becker. “It’s hard when
you see pictures of models who are
just skin and bone,
but people need
to just focus on
themselves.”
A l t h o u g h
some feel people
worry too much
about their body
image, others
believe more peo-
ple should be
c o n c e r n e d
with their
health.
“Some
try too
hard to
g e t
t h a t
‘ideal’ body type, but look
at our campus,” said
sophomore pre-med
major Christine Stoffel.
“There are a lot who don’t.”
Traci Frieling, a nutrition
education coordinator, believes
trying to achieve the “ideal” body
can result in poor eating habits, and
eventually lead to eating disorders.
“For many it is unrealistic to try to
achieve the ‘ideal’ body that is com-
monly portrayed in the media.
It can lead to disordered eating
habits or exercise habits,” said
Frieling. “In terms of health, the
societal ideal can be very
unhealthy.”
Many nutritionists do believe
people should be concerned about
their well-being, but there are bet-
ter ways to achieve that than trying
a diet that has so many restrictions
and has been proven harmful.
“Some other diets include
Slimfast and Weight Watchers,” said
Lisa Brezinski, another graduate
assistant in the ATP Lab. “Weight
Watchers is good because it goes
by a points system, so you still can
eat the foods you want.”
Becker said, “There also is DASH
diet for diabetics, which is Dietary
Approaches to Stop Hypertension,
which helps diabetics maintain
their desired sugar levels.”
Becker and Brezinski also said
they have seen differences in cer-
tain ethnic groups concerning
food intake. “When foreign
exchange students come to
Eastern, their diet changes,”
Brezinski said. “They are used to
their traditional foods and when
they come to America, they
have to get used to the differ-
ences. American food is
processed, but other coun-
tries have natural products,
so when they come to
America and eat, they start to
gain weight.”
For long-term results,
Becker insists that students
follow the food pyramid
guidelines and make sure
they have a well-balanced
diet along with a regular
exercise regimen. “I think a lot of
students are trying new diets and
new exercise routines now since
Spring Break is around the corner,”
Becker said. “More people have
come in to the ATP Lab and the
Recreation Center.”
Although there has been a lot of
hype about different diets, it seems
as though most students are mainly
concerned with eating healthier
and exercising more often.
Lauren Minelli, a junior elemen-
tary education major said, “My res-
olution is to work out three times a
week and I’ve stuck to it. I feel its
best to just work out and to watch
what you eat, but not overdo it.”
Stoffel said, “I eat healthier and
workout daily. A diet alone won’t
make you lose weight. If it was
that easy there would not be so
many obese people in America.”
Some students also feel that exer-
cising helps them make decisions
in what to eat.
“If I exercise more I feel that I
can justify eating more; and I can
eat more junk since I know I will
be working it off,” said freshman
pre-pharmacy major Stacey Musial.
Others feel that exercising pro-
motes healthy eating habits. “If you
feel healthy you usually tend to eat
healthy,” said Stoffel.
Frieling suggests the following
for those wanting long-term results.
“The most effective method of
weight loss is through long-term
behavior change,” said Frieling.
“People who typically maintain
weight loss commonly exercise, eat
a low-fat diet, and have the support
of others.”
Options for weight loss available
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STAFFLIST
Atkins diet gets
all the attention
audience listening to us when we
speak even if it is not face-to-face.  
“Students should read newspa-
pers and books to widen their per-
spectives and help them learn the
incredible variations in language,”
Ringuette said.
Carrie Berland, a sophomore his-
tory major said that when
Southerners who use the word
“ain’t,” they sound uneducated.
However, “By them speaking slow-
er I see that as being more relaxed
and intelligent,” Berland said.  
“I don’t think education level has
anything to do with grammar.
When it comes down to it, you
could be the most educated person
in the world and still talk however
you want,”  said Berland about
African-Americans who are stereo-
typed because of their grammar.
Berland said she has a Chicago
accent and although Charleston is
only three hours south, she still gets
teased for the way she speaks.  
“There isn’t much you can do
about getting rid of these stereo-
types. People need to get past
hang-ups on how people say things
and focus instead on what they
say,” Berland said. 
Joni Lupo, a senior sociology
major, said, “I believe individuals
talk the way they do because of
their socialization.”  She said the
way people are socialized depends
on their background and where
they were raised.  
Lupo feels the media has an effect
on the way in which people talk.
“We can take what we see on TV,
as well as the individuals we asso-
ciate with, and adapt them to what
we see as correct grammar,” Lupo
said. She said that people should be
judged by the person one is, not
the category they fit into.  
Dominique Moses, a freshman
broadcast journalism major, said,
“People often think less of people
who use Ebonics, but these are the
people who put words such as
‘bling-bling’ and ‘bootylicious’ in
the dictionary.”
“I feel you have to get to know a
person first before judging their
speech,” said junior music educa-
tion major Titus Nesbitt. He
believes people who do not have a
degree are still capable of being
intelligent, they just use a different
dialogue to get their point across.
Titus said people are going to be
people, and all we can do is
enlighten and educate these peo-
ple.
A Tai graduate student, who pre-
ferred to remain anonymous, said
“African-Americans and Southerners
cannot be judged educationally by
the way they talk because most
Americans don’t use correct
English.” She said that she had lived
in North Carolina for three years
where her peers were proud of
their accents and was judged on
hers. accent, but tried to use correct
English and spoke up. 
“Americans should think of
themselves in another part of the
country when they start to stereo-
type one another for different lan-
guage variations.  They will then
get a better idea of what I experi-
enced as someone from a different
country,” the Tai graduate student
said.
Minelia Miravete, a sophomore
biological science major, said,
“Stereotyping is judging a book by
its cover, one doesn’t need to speak
correct grammar to be a genius.”
COMMITTEE
New director to be
named at the end of
fiscal year
continued from page 1
DIRECTOR OF MINORITY AFFAIRS
APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS
◆ A master’s degree.
◆ At least five years in increasingly
responsible leadership positions which
address the needs of minority students
and other underserved populations.
◆ Knowledge of current legal issues in
higher education as they pertain to pro-
gramming for minorities.
◆ Proven leadership ability including the
ability to deal effectively with a diverse
and broad range of constituencies and
the skills necessary to lead a dynamic
academic unit.
◆ Outstanding oral and written commu-
nication skills.
◆ A commitment to enhancing diversity
and promoting equal opportunity for
under-represented minorities in higher
education.
Source: www.eiu.edu
LISTEN
Stereotypes tough to
break
continued from page 1
By Mallory Hausman
News editor
Last semester, an Eastern stu-
dent was brought in front of
judicial affairs for allegedly
using a racial slur. Also, a 7-
year-old boy from Lafayette,
Louisiana, was punished at
school for explaining to a
classmate that his mother is
gay. Both were accused of
using offensive language.
Many people are confused
about which words are proper
to use in describing people
from different ethnicities and
sexual orientations than them-
selves. To help clear confusion
and avoid further misunder-
standings, the following infor-
mation has been compiled for
use in most situations.
Ethnicity
According to www.census.gov,
the 2002 census broke race into
seven categories: Hispanic /
Latino, Black/African-American,
Asian, Native Hawaiian / other
Pacific Islander, American Indian
/ Alaska Native, White, and “some
other race.”
However, because the
United States is made up of
many different nationalities
and mixes of those nationali-
ties, there are many more
names that people prefer to
use to classify themselves. 
There seems to be a lot of
confusion as to what to call
those people from Asia or with
Asian origin.
Jessica Lu, freshman speech
communications major, is
Chinese, Japanese and
American. She said she doesn’t
really care, but is fine with
being called Asian or Chinese-
Japanese-American.
She suggests using Asian if
you don’t know exactly what
someone’s origin is.
“Some people can’t tell the
difference and will ask me if
I’m Korean or something, and
I’m like, ‘No I’m not,’” Lu said.
Christina Swais, sophomore
business major, is Jordanian,
but she says she is fine with
being called Middle Eastern
and Arabian as well.
“It doesn’t really matter that
much to me. I don’t think
either one is better than the
other,” Swais said.
However, she does have a
friend that prefers to be referred
to as Middle Eastern. According
to Swais, her friend thinks that if
someone calls you Arabian they
might also call you Arabic,
which is a language and is
therefore incorrect.
While Swais says she has not
encountered any problems at
Eastern, she has been discrimi-
nated against before.
“One time I was at the mall
with my cousins, and all I
heard was camel jockey, and
then after September 11 I got
flipped off a lot,” Swais said.
Isabel Castro, an academic
adviser in the Gateway office,
knows people that are
adamant about being called a
specific name, but Hispanic
and Latino(a) are both accept-
able to her.
“At one point I was prefer-
ring Hispanic, and at some
points it is just a silly argu-
ment,” Castro said.
Castro explained why some are
against using Hispanic to describe
themselves and their origin.
“Hispanic is not a name that
our ethnic group chose for
ourselves.  The government
put Hispanic on them.  The
other problem is that the deriv-
ative of it is Spain, and a lot of
Latin American countries,
especially Mexico and some
Central American countries,
are upset with that because
they had very bad situations
with Spain, where Spain came
in and totally erased their cul-
ture and killed many of them
so they don’t want to be con-
nected with Spain.”
Castro added that she is not
offended when she is called
hispanic because “Hispanic
came from our own language
which is Hispanola.”
Castro also offered some
guidelines for those unsure
which words to use.
“When people ask me what
they should use, I tell them
Latino because it seems to me
that the groups that prefer
Latino are a lot more adamant
than those that prefer
Hispanic. A lot of the
Caribbean will have a prefer-
ence with Hispanic, but we
didn’t have nearly as difficult a
time with colonizing.”
Tyrone Garner II, a senior
jazz studies and performance
major, said he also has several
words that he is ok with peo-
ple using to describe him.
“Black, African-American, to
me it doesn’t affect me either
way. It’s the same difference
just different wording,” Garner
said. “I know people make a
big deal out of it, but it doesn’t
matter to me.”
However, since some people
do care, Garner offered some
advice.
“If you’re confused about
which term to use, go for
African-American because it is
more professional and nobody
is going to be offended by it,”
Garner said.
“The Associated Press
Stylebook,” the style guidelines
used by Diverse, says the pre-
ferred term is black although
African-American can be used
in quotes, the names of organ-
izations or if people describe
themselves that way.
Sexual orientation
Gay, lesbian, bisexual and
transgender are the words
used by Outproud, a National
coalition for gay, lesbian,
bisexual, and transgender
youth, to describe those
attracted to members of their
own sex, attracted to both
sexes and those that change
their sex, respectively.
According to their Web site,
www.outproud.org, the word
queer is also acceptable to
describe the aforementioned
people.
“The Associated Press
Stylebook” says gay is “accept-
able as a popular synonym for
both male and female homo-
sexuals although it is generally
associated with males, while
lesbian is the more common
term for female homosexuals.
Avoid references to gay,
homosexual or alternative
‘lifestyle.’”
The “Stylebook” does not
have entries about the use of
bisexual or transgender.
Brittany Leslie, junior sociol-
ogy major and member of
Eastern’s PRIDE organization,
says that although some words
are offensive to her, they may
not be offensive to others.
“I hate the word faggot, but I
have an ex-girlfriend that uses
it all the time, and she doesn’t
understand why it bothers
me,” Leslie said. “It just
depends on who you are talk-
ing to.”
Often, people don’t like to
label their sexuality if they are
themselves unsure of what
they are.
“I used to say I was gay
because I really like women, but
then there was still this thing for
men too. I’m not really sure
what I am, so I just say I am
bisexual,” Leslie said.
Leslie suggests that when talk-
ing to a friend, ask what they are
comfortable with being called
and then stick to that.
It was as a student at Eastern that she dou-
ble-majored in African-American studies and
Sociology and later worked towards a mas-
ter’s degree in educational psychology.
According to a press release Davenport,
served as chief academic advisor for Eastern’s
Gateway Program between 1991 and 1997.
She also served as an academic advisor for
the Department of African-American Studies
and as the coordinator of the EIU/Colleges of
Chicago Special Project. Davenport, now
looking to get her doctorate in higher educa-
tion from Illinois State University, was named
Interim Director of Minority Affairs during the
holiday break and began her first day on
Monday, Jan. 26.
Davenport seemed interested in getting to
know the students right away. “I want to go
to RSO meetings, get to know the students
get reacclimated,” she said.
“I truly believe in being hand’s on. I have
to know the students.”
“I am amazed at how students get through
college. I am currently working on my dis-
sertation.” Davenport spoke about her pas-
sion for higher education and described her
dissertation, Retention and satisfaction, it
focuses on first generation seniors. “What
happened in those four years that helped
you stay in school? Especially minority stu-
dents,” she explained.
Davenport mentioned the culture shock
that many minority students get when they
first come to college. Davenport will try to
help ease the transition and some of the dif-
ficulties that Eastern has had with diversity,
retention and satisfaction.
“I don’t know if it hasn’t been figured out.
What’s happened, it’s a continuous learning
problem. I don’t know how else to say it.
Our student population is always changing,
we just have to be aware of the needs and
expectations of the students.
“I don’t think Eastern is doing anything
wrong, we just have to look at a new stu-
dents and new needs,” she said.
Davenport expressed the need to help
connect the students to existing programs on
campus and filter information to them. She
explained that that connection is critical in
failure and success at the university level. “It’s
the office’s responsibility to learn who’s here,
why they’re here and try to work with them.”
On the size of the shoes that she is fill-
ing, Davenport described Ms. Johnetta
Jones, who died last fall,  as a mentor advi-
sor and colleague. “It’s so hard to describe
someone who has been so influential. To
be able to experience the experiences that
she had was dynamic.”
“That experience with her made me
want to continue my educational pursuits
and professional career in higher educa-
tion.”
For now, Davenport says she hopes to get
acclimated, but soon hopes to draw on her
own experience as a student at Eastern to
help students while she’s here.
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Mona Davenport
QUESTION
Interim Director of Minority Affairs
Much has changed since Interim Director of
Minority Affairs Mona Davenport last walked
Eastern’s campus.  
Renovations to Booth Library and the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union and construction of the new Health Service Center
have changed the architectural aesthetics.  While it’s outer facade
has been transformed, “it’s always been a welcoming place,”
Davenport said.
It’s easy to see how Davenport, a Chicago native, can call this
home.  She looks back fondly at fellowship the annual pageant pro-
moted by Black Student Union, Miss Black EIU brought. “That was
the one time that everyone got to dress up, everyone would come
back for Miss Black EIU.”
DIVERSE PHOTO BY JOAQUIN OCHOA
Interim Director of Minority Affairs Mona Davenport stands next to Synthia Saint James’ “With Honors,” a gift she recieved when she first
graduated from Eastern Illinois University.
Don’t trust labels
DIVERSE GRAPHIC ILLUSTRATION  BY JOAQUIN OCHOA
This space is always reserved in Diverse
for letters to the editor.
The United States has had a longcomplicated relationship with issuesof diversity. Any student who cracks
open a history book knows just how long
and painful the road to equality has been
for our country. Yet, now we are entering
a new phase of social history. 
While people are still fighting for equal-
ity, people are at the same time attempt-
ing to appreciate and celebrate diversity.
Diversity is a topic that hits close to home
for everyone because it deals with culture,
something we all have and deeply value.
As long as I have attended Eastern,
diversity has been a point of controversy.
Student senators now have a diversity
requirement they must meet, and every
year there seems to be some difficulty in
fulfilling this requirement. 
There is now a Unity Week in place to
help promote diversity. Diversity, diversi-
ty, diversity! That word is thrown around
so casually, along with phrases like “we
want to promote diversity.” Yet, no one
attempts to define what they mean by
diversity. Diversity is complicated; it is
more than just skin color and class differ-
ences. Diversity also entails gender, sexu-
ality, social groups, geography and count-
less other aspects of life. Diversity is every
simple difference in which, once com-
bined, the result is a complex person who
fits many different groups. A person can
be a minority one moment and part of the
majority the next.
Take this for example. On one hand, a
white woman  is part of a minority
because she is a woman. She is viewed
differently by society than a man, and
must deal double standards the idea that
as a woman on average she will be paid
less than her male co-workers for equal
work. Yet, her race puts her in the major-
ity and she will earn more money than her
female African-American and Hispanic-
American counterparts. Another example
is a heterosexual African-American male.
Because of his race, he is part of a minor-
ity and may be subjected to degrading
slurs. Yes, those nasty words still do exist
and are said; think back to last semester.
On average, he will be paid less than his
white male counterparts. Yet this man is
also part of the majority, because of the
simple fact that he is a man and hetero-
sexual he will be treated differently and
on the whole better by society.
What is the point? Why the examples?
To show that diversity is something we
all have and we all must work on. We
can no longer afford to walk blindly
through life as if we are not affected by
diversity or as if we are the only victims
of ignorance. We all have something to
gain from diversity, knowledge and
appreciation. We all have something to
lose from diversity, ignorance and prej-
udice. 
I urge students to attend diversity pro-
grams such as movies put on by the
Women’s Resource center, Pride Week,
Unity Week, or Greek Week. Attend them
not for extra credit in a class or out of obli-
gation, but instead for the sheer benefits
they can offer. It will at the very least open
your eyes not to the burden of diversity,
but to its beauty.
America was initially created with the
hopes of providing all people with
opportunity.
President George Bush recently
revealed a new plan to allow illegal immi-
grant workers into the United States with
more ease, and hopefully boost the econ-
omy at the same time.
Bush called his new plan one that
“serves the American economy and
reflects the American dream.”
On principle, it is excellent to open our
doors and welcome those who wish to
create a better life for themselves and
their families. These immigrants, having
entered the United States illegally,  have
just as much of a right to come here and
follow the American Dream as any other
immigrant who has already done the
same thing. The fact is that an unfortunate
majority of the people in the country fit
into that category at some point in their
lineage.
People whose families came over on
the Mayflower would be nowhere with-
out that same dream. While at many
points throughout history, people have
not been given a fair chance at success,
we should strive to provide that more
often.
The idea of expanding that type of
opportunity definitely goes in the right
direction. However, not only does Bush’s
proposal not do enough for the immi-
grants who come into the country, but it
also is not ideal for the economy.
While Bush claims this plan will help
the economy, it will increase the compe-
tition in an already tight job situation. Jobs
are not easy to come by. The plan is
geared to fill jobs “Americans don’t want
to fill.” The only jobs that Americans don’t
want to fill are the ones that won’t sup-
port their families. While the immigrants
who come here to work are hard work-
ing and willing to do what it takes to sur-
vive, many Americans are equally hard
working. If jobs are made available for
the minimum wage, as opposed to under
the table and under the poverty line,
Americans would jump at any opportuni-
ty.
One good thing is that it will force taxes
to be paid on the wages that will be
earned by the newly legalized workers.
By allowing organizations to keep their
migrant workers on the books, it means
they will be forced to automatically pay
taxes on those wages.
However, this law will not stop work-
ers from coming into the country illegally.
Bush claims it will improve homeland
security by better accounting for people
who would otherwise be here off the
record. However, the people who would
take part in the program are not the peo-
ple that are a danger to the safety of the
country.
Also, the plan is not as good for immi-
grants as it claims to be.
It only allows them three years in this
country, which can be renewed once.
After a maximum of six years, they will be
forced to go home, or go back under-
ground and become illegal once again.
Working and building a life for three to
six years will accomplish nothing as far as
gaining citizenship. These people who
have sweated and done the jobs that
keep the country running will be given
no advantage in earning the legal rights
they want. 
In the end, they may have made a little
money to send out of the country, and
they still don’t have a chance at striving
for the American Dream.
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For future’s sake,
learn from the past
Does the
government 
owe reparations
now for
slavery?
Government should
pay for past injustice
Joaquin Ochoa                                  Editor in chief Eram Cowlas                                   Managing editor
Does Eastern do
enough to ensure
that minority
students suceed?
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“No, it’s some-
thing that
happened in
the past and it
didn’t actually
happen to the
people living
today.”
Freshman
Physical Education major
What do
next topic
“Yes, we paid
for it back in
the day.”
Junior
Speech Communication major
Aaron 
Patterson
“Yes, because
of all those
years.”
Sophomore
Business Management major
Ralph 
Gates
“No, It was
long enough
ago.”
Freshman
Undecided
Kathleen
Gardiner
“Yes, because
there’s still a
lot of racism
going on out
there.”
Sophomore
Speech Communication major
Justin
Harrison
“Yes, if they
can prove
their ances-
tors were
slaves.”
Junior
Elementary Education major
Elizabeth
Bowles
you
think?
Bryan 
Farrington
Want to take par t  in the debate? 
If Interested in next issue’s topic Reparations, letters must include the author’s name and contact information, and must not exceed 600 words. Not all letters will be published and we reserve the
right to edit for spacing. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be printed. Call Joaquin at 581-2812 to reserve a spot. Letters can be sent to: 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL 61920; faxed
to 217-581-2923; or mailed to DiverseEIU@hotmail.com.
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Many people have emigrated to
this country looking for freedom
against some form of persecution,
which their country didn’t offer.
Yet, in a way, many of our ances-
tors, parents, or even us have been
oppressed (maybe even enslaved).
It amazes me then, that we cannot
empathize with the plight of the
black community that is seeking
reparations.
Blacks brought here as slaves
didn’t come here to flee opression;
they were bought and sold here
against their will. This is a fact that
almost everyone agrees is wrong
yet quickly overlooked once the
almighty dollar comes into play.
The fact that thier own people
enslaved them and sold them is
irrelevent because that only tries to
justify slavery on our end. It doesn’t
take into account that we’re talking
about a wrong that has yet to be
righted. It doesn’t take into account
that our country was built, in part,
on the backs of slaves.
Not only was their freedom
stripped from them; since then,
they’ve been cheated and impeded
from succeeding. The only form of
compensation they have received is
the notion that they too could finally
take thier place in what was becom-
ing known as the Land of the Free.
There’s a certain irony to that.
That’s it? After years of servitude
and the subjugation to misery
where one has no power to change
his or her own destiny. Is freedom
enough? This is not to scoff at the
ideals of freedom; it does give us
the opportunity to live and succeed
on our own strength. But they were
given that in name alone, not sub-
stance. Sure, once they were free
they probably had some options,
but our country didn’t really give
them those either. They suffered
while being enslaved and much
more afterwards; injustices such as
alienation, segregation, racism,
lynchings, racial profiling and many
others that probably weren’t report-
ed. Freedom alone can’t possibly
be repayment enough.
Since then, they paid for civil liber-
ties that were never granted to them.
Civil liberties given to everyone else
that they could take advantage of
until they fought for them in the later
part of the 20th century.
Even if many African-Americans
today weren’t directly affected by
slavery, they continue to feel the
effects of it and the hatred, racism
still exists to this day, although it is
more indirectly. Just  think about
what the general response has
been to affirmative action and repa-
rations.  Most people look at these
words and their meaning disdain-
fully. I can just imagine someone
thinking to themselves, “They’ve
got their freedom, what more do
they want?” or, “They just want
another handout.” “I didn’t have
anything to do with slavery, why
should I have to pay?” ”My family
only emigrated here in the 1900s,
why should I have to pay for slav-
ery?”
There hasn’t been an assesment
of blame made. Everyone knows
who was to blame. The fact
remains that since slavery began in
this nation, blacks have been con-
tinuously set back farther then any
group besides Native Americans
without any justifying reason.
Much has been done to try to cre-
ate a level playing field. Affirmative
action and other social programs
such as welfare (although welfare is
for EVERYONE) have greatly benefit-
ted the black community and many
other minority groups. 
However, there hasn’t been any
form of compensation made publi-
cily by our government to try and
make up for the past injustices
made to African-Americans.
Before worrying about how
much money we all stand to lose
we should try to figure out a way to
settle this once and for all in a way
that will benefit us all. 
Maybe once talks begin we’ll
finally realize that money isn’t the
the only solution. But let’s get to the
point where we’re at least willing to
listen
Since the beginnig of time, man
has engaged in power struggles
that has put one group in power
and another in poverty, pain and
oppression.
One of the most atrocious exam-
ples of this is slavery of Africans in
America. Some minority groups
have claimed that descendants of
slaves should be paid reparations
for the horrors that were endured
by their ancestors.
A main argument for reparations
is during the civil war, blacks were
promised 40 acres and a mule to
farm with in return for their service
as soldiers. Because the U.S. gov-
ernment rescinded on the deal after
the war, black veterans across
America were left without opportu-
nities for work and were forced
into poverty. 
Their logic is that the money lost
has prevented generations of
blacks from attaining what they
could have, given their fair chance.
This may be true, but giving repa-
rations to African-Americans for
something that they never experi-
enced is not the right answer for
any party involved.
The logistics of doling out repa-
rations would be impossible. There
is no way to determine who would
be eligible for money or exactly
whose ancestors were responsible
for oppressing slaves.
Further, there is noone who
could create the guidelines on who
deserves the money. Should the
African-Americans who overcame
adversity and became wealthy
receive money? Or what about the
blacks who have faced injustice
and cruelty, but have no blood ties
to slaves? What is fair and who is to
decide that?
Unfortunately, geneological
records of slaves were poor at best.
There is no certain way to know
who is descended from slaves and
who was not. Not all African-
Americans during the slavery days
were slaves. Should money be
doled out on the amount of suffer-
ing a family endured?
Some argue that being given
freedom is not enough repayment
or hundreds of years of slavery and
oppression. That is true. But there
is nothing that can really repay
those who have suffered. Those
people are gone. The best we can
do now is to ensure that nothing
like that ever happens again. 
We need to treat our fellow
Americans and all people with
respect and basic human decency.
You can’t put a monetary value on
human life. Don’t honor the mem-
ory of those who toiled to build this
country, or those who gave their
lives to free them, by throwing
money at the problem. This coun-
try has developed a habit of using
money as a quick-fix to problems.
We should honor the memories of
those people by looking to the
future and giving their descendants
the same chance as everyone else.
We need to look to the future and
use our knowledge and position of
power to protect the interest of
minorities and those not in power.
Also, who should pay these repa-
rations? Clearly there were compa-
nies and organizations that supported
slavery, but not everyone was
responsible. If people receive
money, it follows that other people
have to pay. Who should pay for the
crimes of their ancestors? If we
decide to pay for slavery, all of the
groups responsible for what hap-
pened would need to be held
accountable and pay money. 
First of all, not even all whites
were responsible for slavery. Only a
small, “elite” group of rich white men
owned slaves. Many whites even
devoted their lives to help end slav-
ery. Would it be fair for their descen-
dants to pay for something they
already paid for?
Demanding reparations is esen-
tially asking for a fair end to slav-
ery. However, there is no fair
answer to the problem. Maybe
there is no answer to fix the past. 
But that doesn’t mean we should try
to do something that won’t help to cre-
ate a better solution for the future. 
CounterpointPoint 
African-American Influence on Dance
will be taught by Dr. Ollie Ray on Jan. 30,
31 & Feb. 20, 21
Fri. Jan. 30
UB Comedy Redbone 
9:00p.m. 7th St. Underground
Sat. Jan. 31
UB Movie: S.W.A.T.
5:00 & 8:00 p.m. Buzzard Auditorium 
Mon. Feb. 2
American Experience-
Reconstruction Part 1(WEIU) : This
mini-series tells the story of the tumul-
tuous years after the Civil War. 7:00 p.m.
American Experience-
Reconstruction Part 2 (WEIU): This mini-
series tells the story of the tumultuous years after
the Civil War. 8:00 p.m
Tue. Feb. 3
Learning To Live Life Backwards: How to
honor those that came before us and pave the way for
those that follow. Given by Dr. Mark P. Orbe 
6:00 p.m. 7th St. Underground. Co-sponsored by the
Communications Department
Thur. Feb. 5
UB Open Mic Night
8:30 p.m. 7th St. Underground
Fri. Feb. 6
UB Comedy Leon Rogers
9:00 p.m. 7th St. Underground 
Sat. Feb. 7
Living History: The struggles and tri-
umphs of Americans at Eastern, Alumni
Panel. Facilitator Monique Cook-Bey 
2:00 p.m. 7th St. Underground
African-American Heritage
Banquet
6:00 p.m. Grand Ballroom
Enjoy dinner while listening to storyteller
Linda Gorham 
General admission is $14.00/EIU Students & children
6-12 are $6.00
Ticket purchases can be made at the ticket office from Jan. 23-Feb. 3 
Diallo Tailoring & African Clothes of Chicago, IL, will have merchandise
available.
Health Choices: Sickle Cell Anemia (WEIU) : This chronic dis-
ease primarily affects African-Americans. 4:30 p.m.
What Color is the News? (WEIU): The coverage of race in America.
Journalists debate and discuss the dynamics of how race is reported-and
underreported- in the American press. 7:00 p.m.
Tues, Feb. 10
Movie Series: Mississippi Masala 
6:00 p.m. Stephenson-lower level Women’s Studies Sponsored by
Women’s Studies as part of their Gender And Popcorn Series.
American Experience: Abraham Lincoln-House Divided Part
1(WEIU): This mini-series weaves together the lives of two Lincolns, draw-
ing us into their long vanished world. 8:00 p.m.
Wed. Feb. 11
Understanding Black Male/Female Relationships in the
Hiphop Generation given by Dr. Fred Hord, Chair, Black Studies, Knox
College, Galesburg.
6:30 p.m. Charleston/Mattoon room MLk Union, Sponsor African
American Studies
American Experience: Abraham Lincoln-House Divided
Part 2(WEIU): This mini-series weaves together the lives of two Lincolns,
drawing us into their long vanished world. 8:00 p.m.
Thur. Feb. 12
African-Americans in our Military Sgt. given by Major Turner 
4:00 p.m. Phipps Auditorium, Physical Science building. Sponsored by
the Military Science Department
American Experience: Abraham Lincoln-House Divided
Part 3(WEIU): This mini-series weaves together the lives of two Lincolns,
Thur. Feb. 12 (continued) drawing us into their long vanished world.
8:00 p.m.
Movie Series: Unchained Memories: Slave Narratives This HBO
Documentary brings the selected words of these former slaves to life
through the voices of actors Whoopi Goldberg, Don Cheadle, Angela
Bassett, Samuel L. Jackson, and Oprah Winfrey.
7:00 p.m. Lumpkin Auditorium 
Sat. Feb. 14
Shadows & Highlights of Martin Luther King Jr. (WEIU):
Locally produced program about the history of African-Americans in Coles
County. Produced in Partnership with the History Department. Followed
by a feature of former student, Daryl Jones, about Martin Luther King Jr
9:30 p.m.
Mon. Feb. 16
What Color is the News? (WEIU): The coverage of race in America.
Journalists debate and discuss the dynamics of how race is reported-and
underreported- in the American press 2:00 p.m. Repeat of Feb. 7
Tue. Feb. 17
Challenge for the Future Civic Engagement for Young
African Americans given by Dr. Myron Pope.
7:00 p.m. Lumpkin Auditorium 
The Forgetting: Portrait of Alzheimers (WEIU): This program is
aimed at helping people understand and cope with this fearsome disease.
The 90 min. program features families and caregivers and touches on an
all encompassing look at the disease, followed by 30 min. of Q & A.
7:00 p.m.
The Hines Farm Blues Club (WEIU): During the late 1950s and into
the 60s, in a rural community outside Toledo, Ohio, one of the premier
blues clubs in the U.S. featured musicians such as Lee Hooker, Freddie
King, Bobby Blue Bland and BB King. The club featured a “who’s who” of
blues and jazz entertainers and served as a cultural nexus for local African-
Americans. This program is a tribute to legendary blues mecca and a sen-
timental journey thru the musical scene of the era 9:00 p.m.
Wed. Feb. 18
African Americans, Education & Civil
Rights 50 Year Anniversary of Brown vs.
Board of Education Panel Chaired by Dr.
Charles Eberly, EIU Counseling & Student
Development; panel members Dr. Lynne
Curry, EIU History; Dr. Denise O’Neil
Green, U of I-Urbana-Champaign, Dept. of
Educational Organization and Leadership; &
Dr. Myron Pope, Assistant VP of Student
Affairs, U of Central Oklahoma.
6-8 p.m. Effingham Room, MLK Union
Thur. Feb.19
Movie Fighting Temptations
8:00 p.m. Lumpkin Auditorium
Sat. Feb. 21
UB Movie Harlem Nights Buzzard Auditorium
5:00 & 8:00 p.m
Sun. Feb. 22
Gospel Explosion
6:00p.m. Grand Ballroom 
Sigma Gamma Rho Soul Food
Sampler
7:30p.m. Cultural Center 
This Far by Faith (1 of 4, 2
hours each) (WEIU) : This series of four
programs examines the African-American
religious experience through the last three
centuries. From arrival of early African slaves
through the Civil War, Jim Crow, the Great
Depression, Civil Rights, and into the 21st century. 8:00
p.m.
Mon. Feb. 23
The Forgetting: Portrait of Alzheimers
(WEIU): This program is aimed at helping people
understand and cope with this fearsome disease. The
90 min. program features families and caregivers and
touches on an all encompassing look at the
disease, followed by 30 min. of Q & A  7:00
p.m. Repeat of Feb. 17
This Far by Faith Part 2 of 4 (WEIU) :
This series of four programs examines the
African-American religious experience through
the last three centuries. 8:00 p.m.
Tue. Feb. 24
Movie series: Daughters of the Dust. A look at the Gullah culture of the
sea islands.
6:00 p.m. Stephenson lower level Women’s Studies, Sponsored by
Women’s Studies as part of their Gender and Popcorn Series
American Experience: The Murder of Emmett Till (WEIU) :
This emmy award winning film tells the story of the 14 year old black boy
who was brutally murdered in 195 for allegedly whistling at a white woman
in a Mississippi grocery store. 7:00 p.m.
This Far by Faith Part 3 of 4 (WEIU) : This series of four programs
examines the African-American religious experience through the last three
centuries. 8:00 p.m.
Wed. Feb. 25
Blood/Bone Marrow Drive
2:00-6:00 p.m. Culture Center For more information about bone marrow
donation, please visit this website http://www.eiu.edu/~givebld/page4.html 
Here I Am, Send Me (WEIU) : A biography of a man who was deeply
affected by the events of the civil rights movement.
This Far by Faith Part 4 of 4 (WEIU) : This series of four programs
examines the African-American religious experience through the last three
centuries 8:00 p.m.
Thur. Feb. 26 
Movie series: Radio
7:00 p.m. Lumpkin Auditorium
Sat. Feb. 28
Miss Black EIU
7:00p.m. Grand Ballroom. Tickets will be sold at the MLK Union ticket
office. Sponsored by Black Student Union
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African-American Heritage Celebration
 calendar of events 
This calendar of events was compiled from WEIU-TV’s February 2004 newsletter and from a schedule of events that has been coordinated by the African American Heritage Celebration Committee.
By Rachel Dent
Contributer
‘Whale Rider’ is a much-lauded for-
eign film from New Zealand that tack-
les gender differences, family relations
and traditional customs, through the
perspective of a teenager.
In her small village, Paileo (Keisha
Castle Hughes) is a direct descendent
of the godlike-figure Paikea, who
founded her village and is known as
the whale rider. But this family relation
does no good, for Paileo is a girl whose
twin brother died at childbirth, also tak-
ing her mother. Her tradition-based
lifestyle is a patriarchy gone awry, forc-
ing Paileo’s father to flee, leaving her to
be raised by her grandparents. 
Though he claims that he loves her,
Paileo’s grandfather is constantly
reminding her that she is of no use in
the village since her father left and can-
not be involved in the training for the
new village chief. Gender stereotypes
run rabid in this movie, and precocious
Pai is our best bet to teach everyone a
lesson. 
On a return visit home, Pai’s father
lets slip that he has been involved with
another woman and that she is preg-
nant with his baby. 
This puts a cramp into his father’s
plan to keep him there and find a local
woman and produce a useful child—a
boy. The forward-thinking father
leaves, at first taking Pai with him. Yet
the young girl feels a pull toward her
birthplace, almost a duty to help lead
the people and change their minds
concerning previously cemented ideas.
While the movie has a running time
under two hours, it has a slow pace
that repeats its message over and
over—much like last year’s ‘Bend it
Like Beckham.’ Each time Pai tries to
do something untraditional, she is
caught by her disapproving grandfa-
ther, including when she beats one of
the chief-in-training boys in a tradition-
al fight.
When none of the boys prove to have
what it takes to be the new leader, the
grandfather loses hope, and, unhappy
with Pai, sends her to live with another
family member.
Pai has to prove herself in more ways
than one, to not only win back her
grandfather’s love, but also to be able
to lead the village. 
While the story itself, about a girl try-
ing to convince people that she can do
what the boys do, is not new, the loca-
tion and insight into such New Zealand
traditions is. This is similar to
‘Beckham,’ which gave the same story
an Indian twist and made the obstacle
playing soccer. While the female suc-
cess story may not be original, the
background against which it is played
out makes ‘Whale Rider’ stand out and
gives the movie an original feel.
By Rachel Dent
Contributer
While ‘Confidence’ may have less
star power than the other recent heist
movies, ‘Ocean’s Eleven’ and ‘The
Italian Job,’ the former pulls a better
con on the audience.  
Although it is an independent film, it
has a slate of recognizable actors. 
‘Confidence’ joins the recent run on
con movies, but does more seriously
what ‘Job’ didn’t do and what ‘Eleven’
did through humor. What makes it fun
is how quickly, or slowly, you realize
the main con is not the only one being
played.
The movie opens with an introduc-
tion to our con group, lead by Jake
(Edward Burns). His two sidekicks
include Gordo (the ubiquitous Paul
Giammati) and soon to be deceased
Big Al. In the first heist, the con is com-
pleted by scaring away the mark, who
is chosen to get cheated out of his
money. ‘Confidence’ catapults forward
as the conned man pays the price for
not giving his expected money to the
King (a horny and restless Dustin
Hoffman). Big Al is also found killed by
a member of the King’s group, for
boasting about stealing money from the
man who owed the King.
Jake leads the way, issuing a deal
with the King to reimburse his money,
but only on a heist the King has
planned. The proposed job is to get $5
million dollars from a wealthy banker
in Los Angeles. A member of the King’s
group is assigned to be involved with
Jake and Company, who have also
been joined by a new member to
replace Big Al, the sex kitten Lily
(Rachel Weisz).
The plan to steal the money involves
a corporate loan, which is approved by
bribing a lonely man who is not so
coincidentally introduced to the loveli-
ness of Lily. From there, the excitement
begins as two occasional members of
Jake’s group, who are policemen dur-
ing the day, get blackmailed into dis-
rupting Jake’s plan by Special Agent
Gunther Butan (Andy Garcia).
You will want to watch this movie
again, to pick up the loose ends and
pick out which scenes are legitimate,
and which are being done to con a
character in the room.
While the movie stars several big
names, it still has an independent feel
to it with the use of camera angles and
close-ups similar to the independent-
but-star-filled ‘Mothman Prophecies.’
If you enjoy heist movies, take the
opportunity to check this darker one
out. If you like surprise endings, this
movie will get you thinking. Just like
‘Fight Club,’ I knew something was
going on in ‘Confidence,’ but the movie
always stayed one step ahead of me.
Good luck, and don’t get conned.
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SPEECH COMMUNICATION FILM SERIES
HOURS OF OPERATION: Every Tuesday at 7 p.m.
LOCATION: Coleman
CALENDAR
February 3 Grand Illusion (1937)
February 17 Orphee (1950)
February 24 Sansho the Bailiff (1954)
March 2 Gozilla King of Monsters (1956)
March 9 Belle de Jour (1967)
March 23 Salesman (1969)
April 6 Excalibur (1981)
April 13 Edward Scissorhands (1990)
April 20 Raise the Red Lantern (1991)
April 27 Talk to Her (2002)
MOVIE REVIEW  CONFIDENCE
Rider also ‘Bends’ it
MOVIE REVIEW  WHALE RIDER
Always a step ahead
PHOTO COURTESY OF WWW.WHALERIDERTHEMOVIE.COM
PHOTO COURTESY OF WWW.ROTTENTOMATOES.COM
Variety, a movie
must
By Lea Erwin
In focus editor
“We want to show film as art,”
said the host of the communica-
tion department film series, Kane
Click. 
For the past 40 years, Eastern
has been showing free films to stu-
dents for entertainment purposes.
There are four other movie
options. These film serieses are
aimed at diversifying Eastern’s
movie goers.
The types of film series range from
current subject oriented films to films
that are picked by students to provide
an alternative to the films played at
buzzard.
Each film series is
free and available
to all students on
campus.
Click, a speech communication graduate student, said he
wants to give students interested in film an outlet. He said
especially students with this major should understand the dis-
cipline of film studies and understand film as an art.
Click said that at times as many as 40 or as few as 10 peo-
ple attend, and many of the students are speech communi-
cation majors, but the screening is open to all students.
The film series shows all kinds of genres, all-time pieces
from different countries, Click said. “They are world-class
films.”
“Each movie is a masterpiece that helped evolve the
medium of film in one way or another,” Click said.
Click said the film series is now focusing on a chrono-
logical sequence of the last 100 years of making film.
GENDER AND POPCORN FILM SERIES
HOURS OF OPERATION: Semi-weekly; time varies
LOCATION: Stevenson (Women’s Resource Center)
CALENDAR
February 10 Mississippi Masala 7p.m. (1937)
February 24 Daughters of the Dust 6p.m. (1950)
The Gender and Popcorn film series format includes an
introduction to the movie. Popcorn is served during the
movie.
They want to entertain and promote thought and dis-
cussion after the movie, said Diana Slaviero, Gender and
Popcorn film series coordinator.
“We show movies that have something to do with gen-
der issues. We shoot to have a mix of movies, such as fea-
tures, documentaries, educational and light-hearted
movies like “Bend it Like Beckham,” Slaviero said.
The committee that chooses the films is made up of six
professors, some from the women’s studies department,
and one student.
This film series will also focus on African-American
issues in Februaury, in accordance with black history
month, Slaviero said.
According to Slaviero, the Popcorn and Gender film
series is an educational yet entertaining venue that also
helps promote the Women’s Resource Center.
BOOTH LIBRARY FILM SERIES
HOURS OF OPERATION: Scheduled Tuesday 4 & 7 p.m.
LOCATION: Library Seminar Room (3202)
CALENDAR
February 3 Strange Fruit
February 17 The Intolerable Burden
March 2 Boys Will Be Men 
BOOTH LIBRARY CALENDAR (continued)
March 23 20 Years in the Middle East
April 6 James Baldwin: The Price of the Ticket
April 20 The Ape that Took Over the World
For those looking for movies focusing on current
events, social issues and history, the library film series is a
good choice. Like the Gender and Popcorn film series,
two films will be shown in February on the Civil Rights
movement for Black History month, said Assistant
Professor David Bell.
Bell said the average number of people in attendance
to this film series is about 20 to 30 people per film. He
said the films usually run no longer than an hour and are
selected by a committee of about three faculty members.
The library film series is more subject oriented than
other film series on campus, and there is no discussion. It
usually has no speakers, said Bell.
“There is a speaker series, but that is separate from the
film series, it is more about research,” Bell said. Bell said
this film series is for anyone, but is geared more towards
undergrads.
Bell said the committee is always looking for interest-
ing films with and current topics, but are not thematic.
STUDENT FILM SERIES
HOURS OF OPERATION: Every Friday at 7 p.m.
LOCATION: Coleman Auditorium
CALENDAR
January 30 Nashville
Student Film Club President Kevin Coulton said he
hopes to “expand the horizon of the typical EIU student”
by presenting films that people haven’t seen.
Coulton said the Student Film Club started two years
ago. There are five officers in the club who meet at the
beginning of the semester and try to show films that none
of them has seen before.
He said they try to attract people by showing a variety
of movies, and by showing these movies, the real movie
buff has an opportunity to see the hard to find movies as
well. He said they try to provide an alternative to the “typ-
ical teenage comedies.”
“On an average, there are about 10 to 12 people attend
the film club,” Coulton said. “But as many as 50 came
when we were showing “Donny Darko” and “The Big
Lebowski,” and only one to two people came when we
showed “Straw Dogs,” he said.
In contrast to other series, they began with silent films
and now they are moving into more modern films. “They
are about a history of film; we show random stuff with no
focus,” Coulton said.
UNIVERSITY BOARD FILM SERIES
HOURS OF OPERATION: Saturdays at 5 and 8 p.m.
LOCATION: Buzzard Auditorium
CALENDAR:
January 31 S.W.A.T.
The most known film series is presented by the U. B.
“We try to survey the students and play the movies that
would get the most students to attend,” said Margie
Tucker, U.B. committee member.
“We try to provide alternatives for students. It’s free; we
know that students don’t have that much money. We pro-
vide a bigger screen and we try to get the movies before
they come out on DVD.” 
Tucker said that they do not have themes to their
movies.
The U.B. film series also does work with organization
on campus, but it is usually a first come first serve.
By Evan Hill
Staff writer
Henry Ford and the
Recording Industry Association
of America—in order to protect
their copyrights Ford and the
RIAA both have tried suing their
customers.
Richard Shell, legal studies
professor at the University of
Pennsylvania, wrote about
Ford’s 1903 legal battle in an
article titled “Suing Your
Customers: A Winning
Business Strategy?”
In 1903 an recently formed
association of major automo-
bile manufacturers acquired a
patent on “self-propelled vehi-
cles,” which required all other
auto makers to pay royalties to
the members of the associa-
tion.  The association tried to
reduce competition in Detroit
by refusing to license Ford, he
decided to fight the patent in
court.  
“The litigation lasted from
1903 until 1911, and along the
way the association launched
hundreds of lawsuits against
Ford’s customers to scare them
away from his showrooms for
buying ‘unlicensed vehicles,”
wrote Shell.
In the article Shell com-
pared this incident to recent
RIAA lawsuits against “file-
sharers,” people trading copy-
righted music files on-line.  
The RIAA is a “trade group
that represents the U.S. record-
ing industry,” according to their
website, http://www.riaa.com.
“RIAA members create, manufac-
ture and/or distribute approxi-
mately 90 percent of all legitimate
sound recordings produced and
sold in the United States.”
U.S. record sales have been
dropping for several years, and
the RIAA has attributed this
decline, in numerous studies
and press releases, to piracy.
Piracy has been always been a
concern of mass media indus-
tries, but recent technological
advances have made piracy
accessible to anyone with a
computer and an Internet con-
nection.
Napster became available in
1999, it allowed users to swap
music files in a high-quality
compressed music format called
MP3.  Napster defied the normal
client-server structure of file
transferring programs and the
new type of protocol became
known as “Peer to Peer” or P2P.
Napster caught on quickly,
especially with college students.
It was an instant success and the
RIAA soon began to take notice.  
The RIAA was quick to link its
lagging sales to Napster. The first
strike of legal action was taken by
the RIAA in the spring of 2000
against the music-sharing pro-
gram.  The court ruled Napster
and its creator Shawn Fanning
must stop trading copyrighted
material and may be held liable
for copyright infringement.  This
marked the first legal victory for
the RIAA, but it would not be the
last battle.
Before Napster could be shut
down, another P2P file-sharing
program called Gnutella
released its code to the public
through a free software license.
Even though Napster had been
stopped, the dam had broken
and soon more people began to
trade music and other types of
files on Gnutella networks.
The RIAA soon began suing
companies that develop and dis-
tribute P2P file-sharing programs,
but music swapping continued to
gain popularity and users.
Changing tactics, the RIAA began
publicly threatening legal action
against the individual users.
July 17, 2003 the RIAA issued
1,500 subpoenas for client informa-
tion to companies, universities and
Internet service providers across
the country.   
Sept. 8, two months after the
subpoenas were issued, the RIAA
filed lawsuits against 261 people.
They were the first users to be
sued in a group that now totals
914.
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By Evan Hill
Staff writer
Like Brianna LaHara and
most other 12 year olds, col-
lege students are not rich. But
Eastern students are down-
loading and sharing their
music just like LaHara and put
themselves at risk of being
sued for their audio-sins. 
In fact, Eastern has already
been contacted by not only
the RIAA, but also AOL-Time
Warner and the Motion
Picture Association of America
regarding individuals on
campus who they have sin-
gled out as sharing copy-
righted files.
John Henderson, director
of clients for Eastern’s infor-
mation technology services
handles all communication
with the copyright holders
and individual students. An
e-mail sent to him by Mark
Weaver, Director of Enforcement
at MediaSentry, Inc., outlines
an incident where an Eastern
student made a copy of
“Matrix: Revolutions” avail-
able for download. The e-
mail also stated a recommen-
dation to terminate the stu-
dent’s Internet access.
The e-mail made these
recommendations: “Since
you own this IP address, we
request that you immediately
do the following: 1) Disable
access to the individual who
has engaged in the conduct
described above; and 2)
Terminate any and all
accounts that this individual
has through you.”
At Eastern, the student is first
given a warning before any
action is taken by Information
Technology Services. “Students
generally erase what they
have and do not continue to
download,” Henderson said.
”If they did we would shut
down their port until they
agreed to cease and erase.”
Student cannot prevent the
copyright holders from know-
ing what they were doing on
their computers and avoid the
whole situation. In the past the
Internet was believed to be
anonymous, but that is now
changing.
Various RIAA press releases
and the wave of recent law-
suits remind file-shareres that
they are not anonymous. One
of the provisions of the Digital
Millennium Copyrights Act,
passed in 1998, requires ISPs
to release all customer data
when subpoenaed by a
copyright holder investiga-
tion violations.  The e-mail
from Weaver made several
references to the DMCA and
reminded Henderson of the
illegal nature of the student’s
actions.
“They didn’t used to have
access, said Jonelle Depetro,
a philosophy professor at
Eastern. “You must be really
careful about your privacy.”
In order to avoid getting
sued like Verizon over cus-
tomer data, Henderson and
other ITS workers do what
they can to appear compli-
ant.  This includes informing
specific violators of their
actions when copyright
holders contact the universi-
ty. The network is also con-
figured to discourage the
sharing of files.
Chat Chatterji explains the
techniques Eastern uses. “We
use a technique called ‘pack-
et shaping,” said Chatterji.
“Every data packet is exam-
ined and according to the
priority assigned to it. If it’s
not a priority it gets held
back for other packets to go
first.”
By applying “packet shap-
ing” to the data and channels
used for uploading or shar-
ing, the network makes not
worth the effort to share files.
“Contrary to public percep-
tion, we do not ‘block’ file
downloading—we just give
it a lower priority.”
Packets stop piracy
Hoopin’ to Martin Luther King Jr.’s ideals
By Lea Erwin
In focus editor
In honor of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., the recre-
ation center held its first annual basketball game
with no winners or losers.
Ken Baker, director of the campus recreation
center, said he wanted to keep the facility open on
this day in order to remind the students of the
legacy of Dr.King.
“We are open now out of respect for Dr.King,” he
said.
Baker continued, “If the rec center wasn’t open,
where would all these students go?”
The average turnout on a regular day to the rec
is about 1,500 to 2,000 students. On this day the
end result was 1,400; a low but by no means a dis-
appointing number for a three day weekend. “A
lot of people went home, and we were very
happy with the turnout,” Baker said.
The Round Robin Tourney consisted of eight
teams and 80 participants, and was open to all
Eastern students. The games consisted of two 15
minute halves a and a running clock. The teams
called their own fouls and kept their own score.
The main reason that there were no winners or
officials in the tournament was the idea that
Dr.King himself was about cooperation, not the
highest score. “Everyone is going to be a winner,”
Baker said.
Baker also put on actual footage of Dr.King on
the big screen T.V. in the lounge area.
“We wanted to make it something special,” he
said.
The film “Eyes on the Prize, America’s Civil
Rights Years” is a documentary of Dr.King that was
donated by a student.
It played throughout the basketball event,
which lasted from 1-4 p.m. “We wouldn’t want to
detract from the march,” he said.
One of the participants said he was attending
the tourney to get ready for the walk. Senior eco-
nomics major Willie Bess said he hopes the tour-
ney will become a tradition and is glad that Baker
is branching out.
“This is the first time he has ever done this; it’s
a good start,” Bess said.
Bess continued to say that for next year he
hopes there will be more diversity and more
greeks involved.
“Next year hopefully we can get some D.J.’s and
make it a bigger event. He suggested more adver-
tisements, planning sooner and getting more peo-
ple involved. 
Baker said a student came to him with the idea.
“Most of the good ideas come from the students
and not me.” 
Baker said that in keeping the rec center open,
it was a way for the students to remember Dr.
King’s life in an educational and recreational way.
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